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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

This thesis describes the most precise measurement to date of the ratio R, the 

badronic cross section in lowest order electron-positron annihilation to the cro>j 

section for muon pair production in lowest order electron-positron annihilr.tisn 

usually defined as 

_ Co(e + e _ - • hadron*) 
" = ZW ' 

This experiment is of interest because R is a fundamental parameter that 

tests in a model independent way the basic assumptions of strong interaction 

theories. According to the assumptions of one of these theories the value of R is 

determined simply from the electric charges, spin, and color assignments of the 

produced quark-pairs. 

The experiment was carried out with the Magnetic Calorimeter using col

lisions of 14.5 GeV electrons and positrons at the 220Om circumference PEP 

storage ring at SLAC, The MAC detector is one ol the best-suited collider de

tectors for measuring R due to its nearly complete coverage of the full angular 

range. The PEP storage ring and the MAC detector have been in operation since 

1979. Each year of PEP operation has produced a significant increases in collision 
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rates. The data for this experiment were accumulated between February 1982 

and April 1G&3 corresponding to a- total event sample of about 40,000 h&drome 

events. About 1% of the data were taken with 14 GeV beams and the rest of 

the data were taken with 14.5 GeV beams. A description of particle interactions 

and experimental considerations follows. 

11 PARTICLE INTERACTIONS 

The present theory of hadrona assumes that hadrona arc composed of pat' 

tides called quarks. For the following discussions it will lit assumed that a 

multi-hadron Gnal state is the result of a fragmentation cascade of an initial 

quark pair. The development of the quark theory will be discussed later in this 

chapter. 

Electromagnetic Interactions 

The extremely powerful results of Quantum Electrodynamics are used to 

model the electromagnetic interactions. The production of fermion-pairs in 

elation-positron collisions can proceed through two QED mechanisms. One 

is through electron-positron annihilation and the other is through the so-called 

two photon process. 

In the Annihilation process a fermion pair is created from the decay of a 

virtual photon. The cross section is computed using the Fey n man rules for spinor 

electrodynamics. In the high energy limit {ECm 3> m/) the angular dependence 

after summing over all polarizations becomes the well-known 1 -f coa2fl where 

2 

0 is the angle of the outgoing particle relative to the beam axis, The actual 

ri:7erential cross section in the center»of*mass frame in the high energy limit is: 

o i l 40 

where the two factors of a, the electromagnetic coupling constant (ss j j j) , come 

from the two electromagnetic vertices, A is the magnitude of the charge of the 

final state spiu-J particle divided by the magnitude of the electron charge, the 

factor J (s is the square of the center-of-m&ss energy) comes from the photon 

propagator, and (oc) = 1. Higher Older QED processes change the magnitude 

of the cross section considerably, 30-40% at PEP energiTC. See Appendix A for 

a detailed discussion of radiative corrections. The pertinent QED diagrams to 

0(o 3 ) are shown in Figure 1-1. 

In the two photon [2f) process an electron and positron from the incident 

beams emit virtual photons which in turn annihilate into a pair of particles. 

From the bremsstrahlung process there are two factors ~ a In {%"• From the 

photon-photon annihilation there are two more factore of or. In the equivalent 

photon approximation1 the cross section for fermion pair production is given 

by: 

0* mi m e m/ 

Although the 2-j process is 0(0*), as i ? j r a m increases the log factors cause the 

2*r process to have a greater cross section than the annihilation process. The 

hremsstrahlung photon angular dependence goes like: 

dfl s h r ^ 
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X fermions 

0(cfi) i 

Figure 1-1: QED diagram of c+e~ annihilation into a fermion pair to 0 ( o 3 ) 
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so that the center-of-mass motion is most 27 events is nearly along the beam 

line and in the case ot multi-hadron final states the hadrons will also be mostly 

aloDg the beam line. Also since the bremsstrablung spectrum is: 

rfff i 
dk~k 

the center-of-mass energy or the photon-photon annihilation will be much smaller 

than in the annihilation ot the beam particles, in this experiment about 3 GeV 

versus 28 GeV. The six lowest order diagrams of the 27 process are shown in 

Figure 1-2. 

Weak Interactions 

The Standard Model for weak interactions allows fermion pair production 

to proceed through ac intermediate vector boson, the Z°. Because the weak 

coupling constant is small and the mass of the Za is =s QOGeV the effect of the 

weak interaction on the total cross section is small at PEP energies. The change 

in R due to fewest order weak effects is written: 

t'Mjfr- - Dwj - *¥(«?+«S)l^+•?) 
A J f - ^ 3 £ -& j 

where e 8 is the quark charge divided by the magnitude ot the electron charge, 

g fa 4A7 - 1 0 - 6 G e V - 1 is the weak coupling constant, M2* «J ©2GeV, the width 

of the 2° is r z o ss 2.5GeV, and vt'(a,) is the vector (axial) coupling of particle t 

with the Z°. The change in R due to electro-weak interference is Afl* - "/!} ss 

fa% at y<=29 GeV. 

Strong Interactions 
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The quark mode) was developed as a means of explaining certain symmetries 

of the hadrons. Three different flavort (types) of quarks were originally postu

lated. Mesons contain a quark and an anti-quark, baryons contain 3 quarks. In 

order to avoid problems with Fermi statistics for certain hadrons a new property 

was postulated, color. Quirks can come in 3 different colors hut all the observed 

hadrons ire colorless (color singlets), that is the theory is an exict SU(3) color 

symmetry. 

Later, experiments at SLAC involving deep inelastic scattering of electrons 

with protons led theorists2 to the idea that protons can be considered to be 

a composite of constituent particles called portent. The experimental evidence 

supporting this hypothesis was that the structure functions are a function only 

of the fractional momentum of the proton carried by the parton, a phenomenon 

referred to as Bjorken scaling. The parton model provides an intuitive picture of 

Bjorken scaling that neglects target mass effects, parton mass effects, interactions 

between partons, and the transverse parton momentum before the collision. This 

led theorists to explore asymptotically free theories (theories in which the cou

pling constant vanishes in some limit) as possible candidates for explaining the 

strong interaction. Asymptotic theories predict Bjorken scaling and the simple 

parton model. 

The discovery that non-Abelian gauge theories are asymptotically free led 

to the present theory for the strong interaction, Quantum Chrome- Dynamics. 

The '.heory predicts asymptotic freedom and the possible confining of quarks and 

their quanta, gluons in the hadrons. QCD is also able to predict Bjorken scaling 

violations. One way to understand quirk confinement is to think of a hadron as 
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being immersed in a color dielectric. The color dielectric medium is the QCD 

vacuum and has dielectric constant py 0. This results in an anti-screening of 

color charge around the hadron. Using classical electrodynamics one can show 

that to move the quarks in a hadron infinitely far apart sn infinite amount of 

energy is required, thus confining the quarks. 

In terms of experiment asymptotic freedom can be investigated by measuring 

the strong coupling constant a, which is a function of the momentum transfer, 

f2, o[ the interaction. In particular as q1 increases, the force and Oj(<(2) gets 

smaller, ie. we have asymptotic freedom. 

The QCD prediction assumes that the quarks follow the canonical 1 + cos 2 9 

angular distribution of fermions. The axia of "momenta flow" or "thrust axis" 

of the final state hadrons closely follows the production angle of the primordial 

quarks. Thi3 means that using QCD, R can be expressed as the ratio of total 

cross sections or a-, the ratioof differential cross sections. As greater experimental 

precision can be achieved by using events confined in a central angular region 

our R measurement b based on the relation 

where 9m^ is the minimum polar angle over which the measurement is made. 

The zeroth order QCD prediction for R is the same as that of the simple 

8 

quark psrton model and is written quite simply as: 

B = 3 £ «* 
fttvnr 

where the factor of 3 is due to color and e, is the quark charge divided by the 

mngnitude of the electron charge. At PEP energies, s» 30 GeV, the quark flavors 

ate u,d,8,t,t -with relative charges 2/3, -1/3, -1/3, 2/3, and -1/3, respectively. 

The above values give a value of 3§ for R. Since the discovery of the t-quark 

there have been theoretical prejudices3 for a sixth quark, the top, or {-quark. 

Assuming one is far from threshold effects, asymptotic freedom for the quarks 

permits a perturbative calculation of the interaction to be made. The fact that 

other measurements4 - 5 of R are close to the zeroth order calculation supports 

the perturbative assumption. Higher order QCD effects include gtuon emission, 

gluan vertex correction and other diagrams shown in Figure 1-3. Using the 

modified minimal subtraction scheme R has been calculated for masslcss quarks 

to Drst order in a,, namely: 

* = 3 £ «VI» + ̂ A (ID. 

fnttk w 

where n, is the number of quark Savors and o ( is given by 

, a , , 12* 
° * W , * - < » - S ! i / ) l l i h ' V A j B ) ' 

where A;. , fts 0.3 GeV is an experimentally determined scalo parameter. The 

QCD calculation of R treats the quarks and gluons as if they are final state 

particles. The non-perturbative binding of quarks into hadrons is not taken into 

0 
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Figure 1 -3: QCD diagrams in e + e~ annihilation into quarks to 0(oJ). 
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account. As mentioned above the measured value of R is close to the lowest order 

value (away from thresholds) indicating that badrouization is a process whose 

strength rapidly decreases with the interaction energy. Higher order calculations 

in a, depend on the rcnormalization scheme. 

As Eq. (1.1) shows the QCD calculation of R is quite simple. Indeed there is 

only one scale parameter in the relation, o 2 , which is fixed in e + e~ experiments. 

Analysis of processes such as deep inelastic scattering depends on data compiled 

over a range of g 2 and parton momenta in order to see QCD effects. Also analyses 

in e*e~~ physics which involve jet studies such as three-jet analysis, and energy-

energy correlations depend on the details of the h&droniz&tioc process which is 

not calculable in pcrturbative QCD. 

Once the primary quarks and possibly gluon(s) are produced, the quarks and 

gluons must "dress" themselves so that they become the particles actually seen 

in a detector. There are two basic models which are used to model the dressing 

process, these are the inconerent jet model and the string model both ot which 

are explained in detail in Appendix B. 

Table 1-1 highlights the differences hetween QED , QCD and the Standard 

Model of Weak interactions. 
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Table 1-1 

Comparison of QED, QCD, and the Standard Model or Weak Interactions 

QED QCD Standard Model Weak 

Propagator photon 7 gluon 9 Z°, W± 

Coupling Constant a a, g 

Gauge Group 0(1) SU(3) SU(Z)XU(1) 

\ 
1.4 EXPERIMENTAL REMARKS 

Experimentally H is evaluated via the expression; 

where fg . -̂ ĴJ— rfO is the number of multi-hadron events fron*. e+e"" annihi

lation whose thrust axis is -vithin the angular cut, i is the radiative co/roclion 

to lowest order annihilation including weak effects, J L41 is the integrated lu

minosity (a quantity proportional to the e*t~ collision rate) usually measured 

with large angle Bhabha scattering, ( is a correction factor to tba acceptance 

of the experiment usually involving Monte Carlo techniques, and /< "aft"''" 

is the lowest order QED differential cross section for /i-paire integrated over the 

same fiducial volume that the multi-badrons are counted. The difficulty in the 

measurement comes in obtaining a very high purity sample of If (annihilation 

process) multi-hadrons, obtaining a low uncertainty measurement ot integrated 

luminosity, and modeling the acceptance. This analysis has been carefully de

signed to reduce the above mentioned systematic uncertainties to a minimum. 

13 

Measurements of R at 5-7 GeV center-of-mass energy are systematically 

larger R.value than theory by about 5-15%.° This discrepancy a much larger 

than the statistical uncertainty. Below */«=5.5 GeV the discrepancy is only 5-

8% which is within the systematic uncertainties. In the range S.5 GeV < ^/i 

< 7.S GeV the difference is 15-17% which is larger than the 10% systematic 

uncertainty. There is, then, a potential problem with R measurements between J 

5.5 GeV and 7.8 GeV which is indicative of a lack of knowledge ot both theory 

and experiment. 

The measurements of R by the PETRA experiments7 in the energy range «s 

15 GeV < , / i < 37 GeV are in good agreement with the QCD prediction within 

the 5-10?5 systematic errors of each experiment. In particular the R value is 

consistent with a constant in this energy range and is slightly above the simple 

quark model value. Figure 1-4 shows R-values in the energy range & < .Ji < 

36.7GeV. 
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Figure 1-4: R measurements in the energy range 5 < .Ji < 38.7GeV. 
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Chapter 2 

The MAC Detector 

The MAC detector1 is a general purpose detector featuring nearly (till solid 

angle eleetto-magnetie/hadronic calonmetry. An inner drift chamber provides 

charged particle tracking and an outer drift system is used for muon analysis. 

Figure 2-1 and Figure 2-2 show the MAC detector. 

In the MAC coordinate system the polar angle relative to the beam axis is 

measured is 6, the azimutha] angle measured in a plane perpendicular the beam 

axis is measured in aV, and longitudinal or axial measurements along the beam 

axis are measured in the coordinate z. 

The MAC detector is situated in ODC cf the six PEP interaction regions. 

Figure 2-3 shows the orientation of MAC in the PEP storage ring. The colliding 

beams of PEP contain particles not in the nominal beam orbit which results in 

radiation spraying into the detector creating so-called "blotch events". Some 

of the radiation is secondary radiation resulting from misfocused beam particles 

which have showered in material upstream from the detector. Another source 

of radiation is from beam particles which are over-focused by the qu&drupole 

mafmcts near the interaction region. Additionally, synebrotron radiation from 

the bending arcs shines in the detector producing "hot spats" ia the detector. 

IB 

1 METER 

Figure 2-1: End view of the MAC detector. CD = central drift chamber; 

SC = electromagnetic shower chamber; TC = plastic scintillator 

trigger counters; HC = hadron calorimeter; MI = inner muon 

drift chamber layer; MO = outer muon drift chamber; EC = 

endcapshavver chamber/calorimeter; coils = inner coil is solenoid, 

ouler coil is toroid. 
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Figure 2-2: Side view of the MAC detector. CD = central drift chamber; 

SC = electromagnetic showei chamber; TC = plastic scintillator 

trigger counters; HC = bad TOD calorimeter; Ml = inner muon 

drift chamber layer; MO = outer rauon drift chamber; EC = 

endc&p shower chambeTycalorimeter; coils = inner coil tt solenoid, 

outer coil is toroid. 
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Figure 2 -3; The MAC detector in the PEP storage ring. 
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The blotch events are kept to a low level by a tungsten-tantalum mask inside 

the beam pipe and lead shielding around sections of the beam pipe. 

Before describing the specifics of the MAC detector a brief explanation of the 

particle detection theory of each of the MAC detector components will be given. 

2.1 DRIFT CHAMBERS 

A drift chamber' is a device used to measure the trajectories of charged 

particles, usually in a magnetic fkld. The chamber usually has thousands of 

"sense" wires arranged in "celts" all in a suitable gas mixture (in MAC, similar 

to that of the calorimeters). There is as little material or absorber in the drift 

chamber as possible. The secondary ionization, avalanche, and ion drift occurs as 

in a proportional tube as explained in section 2,3. In a drift chamber, however, it 

is not the ion pulse magnitude that is of importance but rather the arrival of the 

electron pulse relative to a reference time. If the field shape around the wires is 

known (usually through the use of field shaping wires) then the drift velocity of 

the electrons is known. Thus the distant between the initial ionization trail and 

the anode can be found: This says that the charged particle passed through the 

drift cell tangent to an imaginary cylinder centered on the drift wire of radius: 

. . . . , - , , . . . j arrival time - ref. time distance of particle trajectory to anode = -pj-—j—r 

By having several layers of wires and not arranging the layers parallel to each 

other ("stereo views"), a 3-dimcnsional trajectory can be found by computing 

the best fit curve tangent through all the imaginary drift cylinders. 

2.2 THE MAC CENTRAL DRIFT CHAMBER 

Before reaching the drift chamber a particle must psss through a l.CSmm (65 

20 

55°/ 
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CO / / / 
7- y~" 

- ' 18" 

CD 

Figure 2 1: The central drift chamber with rays drawn showing the important 

angles in this experiment. 
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mil) aluminum (.02 radiation lengths) vacuum pipe. The radius of the vacuum 

pipe is 4.1 cm. The cylindrical drift chamber has 833 drift cells running the 

length of the chamber in 1en concentric layers all in a common gas volume. The 

diameter is about 100 cm and the length is about 200 cm The sense wire of the 

innermost layer is at a radius of 12cm and the outermost secie ''.ire is at a radius 

of 45 cm. The first two layers are only sa 80% the length of the outer six layers 

and the third and fourth layers are only as 7555 and as 00%, respectively. The 

staggered inner four layers are referred to as the "staircase". The minimum angle 

between the beam line slid a line going through the inner five layers is 18° which 

is the minimum aDgle at which a trajectory, or "track" may be reconstructed. 

The minimum angle at which all ten layers are subtended is 25°. Figure 2-4 

shows how various polar angles appear in the drift chamber. In order to measure 

axial positions three of the layers are +3° from axial and three layers are —3° 

from axial. The arrangement cf layers from inner to outer, measured from axial 

is; 0°, -3° , +3°, 0°, -3" , +3°, 0°, -3° , +3°, 0°. Each drift cell contains two sense 

wires (50/un diameter) connected to differential electronics so that there is no left-

right ambiguity in the drift distance. The first three layers are equipped with 

"double hit" electronics for better resolving of large multiplicity events. The 

position resolution includes effects from the position error in the holes through 

which wires flic strung (50/im), the error in the tilt of the sleeve which holds the 

wire in the hole ( < 40pm), the sag in the wire due to gravity ( < 50um), changes 

in the eiectro-static field due to the particle itself, and non-uniformities in the 

electro-static Geld due to boundary conditions. The final position resolution or 

point setting accuracy is 200pm. With the 5.7 kGauss axial field the momentum 

23 

resolution is * E «= .0S5p(GeV). The resolution in the polar angle is * cot 6 •= .008 

and for azimuthal angles «ci = 0.2°. A system for measuring ^f has also been 

installed. Outside the chamber is an aluminum solenoid coil which is wound 

in two layers totalling 18 cm in depth and 232 cm in length. The flux return 

is the inner five layers of the endcaps and the inner three layers of the hadron 

calorimeter. 

2.3 CALOHIMETHY 

A calorimeter is an energy measuring device. A calorimetric detector is con

structed to measure both the magnitude and direction of the energy loss of parti

cles passing through it. It is desirable to have the calorimetry cover as much solid 

angle as possible and to be of sufficient thickness in order to obtain a complete as 

possible knowledge of the energy flow of an event. However an occasional hadron 

will "punch-through" the hadron calorimeter -which results in not all the energy 

of the particle beiiig deposited in the detector. Also muons of sufficient energy 

(>2GcV in MAC) will pass through the detector and on to the outside world. 

Of course neutrinos will pass through the detector without interacting. 

A typical calorimeter has alternating layers of "absorber" and "detector". 

The absorber (lead or iron for MAC) will cause a particle passing through it to 

lose energy ("shower") via electromagnetic (ionization) or nuclei! (fi&r.an) inter

actions. The shower propagates through the absorber and it is mostly electrons 

which finally enter the detector layer (proportional wire chambers for MAC). 

The detector layer will yield information about the location and magnitude of 
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the particle(s) causing the ionization. The data from the layers over the entire 

detector gives a picture of the energy flow of the event. 

Proportional Wire Chat *4erj 

Proportional wire chambers3-* are devices which provide a signal propor

tional to the amount of ionization in them in addition to providing the longitu

dinal position of the shower. ID the MAC shower chamber, each anode wire is 

stretched in its own 3-sided aluminum extrusion cathode (a "tube" about 3 cm 

»cross and 1 cm deep) with lead absorber above anti bclQ'.v. A gas mixture of 

SO%Ai and 20?6CH| flows through the chamber-St atmospheric pressure. Noble 

gases are used in proportional chambers because it is easier to ionize a noble gas 

than a polyatomic molecule because of the letter's many nou-dissipative modes. 

The reason for the presence of a polyatomic gas is explained below. 

Electrons in the absorber freed by the traversing particle enter the tube and 

cause ionization. The electrons just freed in the tube will accelerate toward the 

anode wire. The electric field around the wire goes like ~ 1/r so most of the 

energy gained by the electron occurs when it is very close to the anode. While 

drifting toward the anode the electron will collide with gas atoms, but not until 

the electrons are close to the anode will tbey have enough energy to cause much 

ionization. This is because the energy gained bstween collision;' is greater than 

the ionization energy only in the region close to the wire. The electrons gain 

energy quietly near the wire and each free electron will cause further ionization 

resulting in an "avalanche" of free electrons just before their collection by the 

anode. The collection time of the electrons by the anode wire is very short and the 

2* 

pulse induced is not very large because of the small distance between collisions, 

and therefore small energy gain by the electrons. The positive ions created by 

ionization move much more slowly than the electrons due to their much greater 

mass. Since the positive ions travel slowly through almost the entire potential 

difference to reach the cathode they induce a longer and larger pulse on the 

anode. When the ions get near the cathode they can extract electrons from the 

chamber surface releasing a photon (or another electros via secondary emission) 

as they neutralize. The photon can cause further ionization causing the tube 

to go into a continuous discbarge mode. The presence of a polyatomic gas will 

absorb these extra photons, "quenching" the avalanche. 

Photons are also produced in the ionizing collisions between electrons and 

atoms. Some of the photons have enough energy to free more electrons via the 

photoelectric effect. Let the number of electrons in the initial1 avalanche hen. The 

number of photoelectrons capable of producing further ionization is proportional 

to fi, say R7, with 7 < 1 so that 07 < 1. We then carj write an "infinite" series 

for the number of electrons produced: 

number of electrons = n + (nt)n + («7) 2n H 
n 

This equation says thnt the number of electrons and therefore the number of 

ions and hence the induced voltage is proportional to the initial ionization in the 

chamber. 

For electromagnetic showers the energy resolution is limited by fluctuations of 

ionization in the sampling layers (Landau fluctuations in the energy cf showering 

oJcctfus) and by Ibe "let that knock-on electrons scattered by a large angle in 
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gas can produce much more ionization than if it had gone straight through. "° 

Hadronic showers are much more complicated than electromagnetic showers. 

In hadronic showers the electromagnetic component comes from r° production. 

The nuclear component comes from the slow moving, heavy ionizing particles 

produced in the hadron-nucleon strong interaction. Some of the particles pro

duced will be protons and neutrons kicked out from the nucleus. The binding 

energy ot the micleons is undetected as are any neutrinos produced. Thus, the 

energy resolution or a hadronic shower is intrinsically worse than that of an 

electromagnetic shower because of the possibility of energy fluctuations due to 

nuclear binding effects and neutrino production. 

2.4 T H E MAC ELECTROMAGNETIC SHOWER CHAMBER 

Outside the solenoid coil is • hexagonal electromagnetic shower chamber. 

Each sextant has 32 alternating layers of lead (83%Pb, 12%Sb, &%Sn) and 

proportional chamber. The total thickness of the chamber corresponds to 16 

radiation lengths. (A radiation l-'ogth is the distance over which an electron's 

energy is reduced by a factor [.) The proportional chambers are made with alu

minum extrusions. Each channel in the extrusion (cathode) is about 2 cm across 

and 1 cm deep with a SOpm anode wire running the length ol the extrusion. The 

chamber is divided into 192 azimuthal segments and 3 layers in depth by ganging 

different proportional chambers together. Altogether, then, the shower chamber 

has 192 x 3 X 2 = 1152 electronics channels or wire groups read out. 

To determine axial position of a shower "charge division" is used, that is, the 

Voltage pulse-height induced at each end of the wire group is measured after a 
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Voltnge pulse-height induced at each end of the wire group is measured after a 

low impedance (as 7(1} pro-amplifier. The longitudinal position along of a shower 

along a wire group, t, determined from charge division can be written as: 

Vma + Vrit 

where the V's arc the digitised induced voltages on either end of the wire group, 

the ft's are resistances, and l w l - n is the length of the wire. The intrinsic position 

resolution is limited by several effects. A typical shower will deposit charge at 

different ^-positions as it passes through the proportional chambers at an angle. 

Since several chambers contribute to a wire group the z-position of a wire group 

is the charge-weighted average z of the individual wires in the wire group. The 

uncertainty in the position resolution is also affected by the noiae in the wire and 

tbe pre-ampliEcr, the digitization error, the non-linearity of the electronics, and 

the uncertainty in the effective input impedance of the external circuitry. The 

noise and non-linearity effects are minimized by the circuit design. The relative 

error due to digitization is small for heavily showering particles like electrons 

but is significant (as 2% ) for minimum ionizing particles like p's. The effective 

input impedance of the external circuity is affected by such things as the chamber 

design and the sample tuning (the time when the pube height is read out] of tho 

electronics. 

Several effects make the chamber performance depart from less than ideal 

behavior. Small dead spaces exist where tbe sextants meet, where an integer 

number of extrusions don't fit into a layer, and in proportional tubes with broken 

wires (this last effect is greatly reduced because of the ganging of about ten wires 
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in » wire group for each read out electronics channel). At the less than 0.2% 

level per channel there is electrical cross-talk between the 32 channels on a pre

amplifier board. The magnitude or cross-talk varies from channel to channel. 

The cross-talk adds both spurious energy and misassigns the spatial position of 

the apparent additional energy. This last effect is the most serious and results 

in a systematic distortion of longitudinal position measurements. The energy 

calibration and resolution of the shower chamber is measured with Bhabha events 

produced at a known energy. The energy resolution is about 20%/ ̂ E(GoV). 

By comparing extrapolated tracks from the central drift chamber with shower 

centroids the directional resolution is measured. The angular resolution is Aĉ  = 

0.8° (ss 0.4 times the wire group segmentation) and A0 = 1.3° (SB 1% fo the 

wire length). 

2.5 THE SCINTILLATION COUNTER SYSTEM 

The scintillation counter system is used for time-of-flight measurements and 

triggering. The time-of-flight information is used to reject cosmic rays. The role 

of the scintillation counters in the trigger system is explained in the next chapter. 

Outside of the shower chamber (central and endcap sections) is a single layer 

of plastic scintillation counters. There are 144 scintillation counters; 6 on outer 

face the shower chamber sextants and 39 in each endcap. Briefly, a scintillation 

counter works in the following way; a charged particle passing through the plastic 

causes ioni2ation. The ionization energy eventually reaches an "impurity center" 

which will convert the energy to a visible photon. One end of the plastic is 

optically connected to a photomultiplier tube which amplifies the photon signal. 
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The photon reaches the photomultipher by total internal reflection within the 

plastic. The timing resolution of the MAC scintillation counters is about 1 usee. 

2.6 THE MAC HADRON C M 9WMETER 

Outside tbe trigger counter layer is the hadron calorimeter. The hadron 

calorimeter is similar in structure to the shower chamber but instead of u;ing lead 

as an absorber 1-inch thick steel plates are used. The same kind of proportional 

wire chamber (PWC) is used in the hadron calorimeter as in the shower chamber. 

The segmentation and readout is also the same as in the shower chamber. There 

are 24 steel plates interleaved with proportional chamber followed by three 4-

inch thick steel plates for union tagging. This thickness of iron corresponds to 

5.4 absorption lengths. (An absorption length, or geometrical mean free path, 

is simply ^ where N is the number density of the absorber atoms and cr is 

the geometrical cross section, Kr2, (r ss ,4') of the atoms in the absorber.) The 

central section is 230 cm long with an inner diameter (minimum distance between 

opposing sextants) of 114 cm and an outer diameter of 257 cm. 

The calorimetry is extended to small angles with two endcaps. In the endcaps 

the steel plate absorbers are perpendicular to the beam line. In each endcap 

there ate 2S 1-inch thick layers of steel and two 4-inch muon tagging layers 

each with their associated PWC. The chambers in tbe Erst © gaps (16 radiation 

lengths) have finer segmentation than the rest of the endcap and act as ahower 

chambers. Each chamber covers 30" azimuth. The anode wires run parallel to 

the inner and outer edges of the hexagonal endcap and are read out in four radial 

section*. The cathode strips are grouped into three 10° azimuthal sections and 
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are also read out. For read out purposes the endcap is divided into four layers 

in depth. Each segment of the chambers is about 5° in azimuth and 5* in the 

polar direction. The steel in the central and endcap sections is magnetised by 

toroid coils which provide an azimutbal Geld of J7.5kGauss. The calorimeter was 

designed to provide a low reluctance path for the solenoid coil flux return. A 

high reluctance air gap prevents the calorimeter azimuthal magnetic field from 

entering the flux return layers. The calibration of the hadron calorimeter is 

measured using multi-hadron events where nearly all the energy is detected. The 

calibration is checked with cosmic rays. The energy resolution for the central 

hadron calorimeter is 50%/ \/E (GeV) ant! for the endcaps is 100%/ ̂ E(GeV). 

The angular resolution for the central calorimeter is 450mrad/V E 3 ' 4 . 

2.7 T H E MUON TRACKING SYSTEM 

One of the features of the MAC detector is the ability to do muon spec

troscopy. Muons with a momentum >2GcV/c will penetrate the calorimeter 

steel and enter the outer drift system. 

The muon tracking system consists of two parts, an inner part consisting 

of one central and three endcap planes of drift chamber in front of the hadron 

calorimeter faces, and an outer part consisting of four layers of driit tubes sur

rounding the calorimeter sextants (the layers on the underside are planar due 

to the structural supports) and six layers covering the outer endcaps faces. The 

endcap drift tubes have two layers which are horizontal and two layers each at 

60" and 120" to the horiiontal, respectively. The aluminum drif* tubes are 10 cm 

in diameter and contain one wire. The asimuthal magnetic field in the hadron 
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calorimeter causes a change in the polar angle of a charged particle and hence al

lows a determination of axial position by the outeT tubes. The spatial resolution 

is about 1 cm limited mainly by multiple scattering in the hadron calorimeter. 

Combined with other detector data the momentum resolution of the outer drift 

system is about 30%. 

2.8 RUNNING THE EXPERIMENT 

The MAC detector uses a computerized monitor system to continually check 

power supply voltages, temperatures, etc. throughout the detector. Checks are 

made on the hardware operations and also for oxygen content of the PWC gas 

and drift chamber gas. Under most conditions only one person is needed to run 

the experiment. The shift person is required to see that data logging proceeds 

smoothly, that is, begin and end runs and respond to warning messages from 

the monitor system. The monitor system communicates with the shift person 

through a computer terminal. 

2.9 COMPARISON WITH OTHER DETECTORS 

No other detector has as much coverage with caiorimetry as the MAC detec

tor. The price for this coverage is a somewhat small inner drift chamber. The use 

ofinner detectors varys in sophistication from none at all to the very sophisticated 

Time-Projection Chamber. In terms or caiorimetry the MAC calorimelry relies 

on proportional wire chamber-absorber sandwiches while other detectors may use 

plastic sciutillator-absorber sandwiches. Some detectors have no calorimetry out 

have particle identification with time-of-flight systems or Cersnkov counters. 
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Figure 2-5: A typical multi-hadton event in the MAC detector The top pic

ture shows an end view of the detector with the beam axis per

pendicular to the page. The bottom picture b a side view of the 

same event. Further explanation Li given in tbe text. 
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2.10 A TYPICAL MUI/TI-HADRON E V E N T IN MAC 

Fig 2-5 shows a typical multi-hadron event in the MAC detector. Referring 

to tbe end view of the figure, the bits in the central drift chamber {"+*) are 

clearly shown along with computer drawn particle trajectories. The pulse heights 

in the shower chamber and badron calorimeter are shown along with computer 

trackiDg drawn through the showers. Tbe scintillator hits are denoted by thin 

hues between the shower chamber and badron calorimeter corresponding to their 

position in the detector. In the aide view one of the particles goes through the 

calorimetry and emerges into the cuter drift system. The "*" in the side view 

correspond to bits in the inner muon drift system. The particle in the outer drift 

chamber in this case is likely a fi from the leptonic decay of a quark. 
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Chapter 3 

Data Acquisition System 

This chapter will describe the Bow of data from the MAC detector and the 

MAC analysis system. 

The data flow starts at the hardware trigger. A hardware trigger occurs 

when certain condition) of energy deposition , scintillator hits, etc. tie met. 

A hardware trigger must be in time with the beam crossing. Alter passing the 

hardware trigger the "events* are put through a software trigger. The software 

trigger is a computer generated trigger which b more sophisticated than the 

hardware trigger. Events passing the software trigger are stored on disk or tape 

in preparation for a much more detailed software analysis. Figure 3-1 shows 

the data Saw [or the MAC experiment. The rest ot this chapter will describe in 

detail the various components of the MAC t!ata acquisition system. 

3.) HARDWARE TRIGGER SYSTEM 

PEP normally runs with three bunches of electrons and positrons correspond

ing to a beam crossing rate of 400 kHz or a beam crossing every 2.4nsec. 

The MAC detector has a VAX 11/780 computer which does preliminary data 

manipulation and storage. TLe VAX must be alerted to the fact that an event 

has occured. Signals from various parts of the detector form hardware triggers 
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that are used to alert the VAX to as erect. It any of the hardware triggere is 

true a luscc pulse ts put out which inhibits the resetting cf electronics until the 

VAX has recorded the detector information. There are two types of hardware 

triggers, the Fast and Slow which will be described in turn. 

The Fast Trigger 

The Fast trigger consists of coincidences between scintillation counter signals. 

These coincidences are formed =s 200 nsec after the beam crossing. The geometry 

of the scintillation counters bis been described in the pievious chapter. The 

output of each photomuUiplier tube is sent to en Analog-to-Digital Converter 

(ADC) channel and discriminator channel. The discriminators are gated on for 

40 nsec around the beam crossing. The discriminator produces two outputs; one 

for the "trigger bus" and the other which is used in combination with other 

channels to form the Fast trigger. Signals from the discriminators (NLM pulses) 

are logically ORed with other signals from a similar part of the detector. The 

signals formed arc the following: 

CS (A-F), 6 pulses from the OR of the 12 counters in each sextant; 

NECQ (NQ1-1), 4 pulses from the OR of the 0 counters in each quadrant; 

SECQ (SQ1-1), 4 pulses from the OR ot the fl counters in each quadrant; 

NEC, 1 pulse from the OR of the NEQ; 

SEC, 1 pulse from the OR of the SEQ, 

where N=north, S=south, EC=endcap, CS=central sextant, and Q=quad-

rant. 
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These signals are combined to form 3 types of Fast triggers. The first typo 

involves coincidences between opposing central sextants, specifically; A*D, B*E, 

or C*F where * means logical AND. Second, there are coincidences between 

opposing endcap quadrants; NQ1*SQ3, NQ2*SQ4, NQ3*SQV, and NQ4'SQ2. 

Finally, a trigger can be made if there are three or more of the six sextant or two 

endcap sum pulses in coincidence. 

The Slow Trigger 

The second type of hardware trigger used in MAC is railed the Slow trigger. 

Slow triggers are more complex than Fast triggers and require ~ fisec to be 

formed. Since most of the datalogging electronics is reset s» 0.7- l.Sfisec alter 

the beam crossing ( » 0.7|isee till the reset of the scintillation counter ADC and 

TDC units, SB 1.6/isec till the fact of drift, trigger bus, and energy systems), a 

Slow trigger must be preceded by an inhibit (pause) which prevents the resetting 

of electronics until a Slow trigger is made. Also the luminosity monitor is ^ated 

off during a system inhibit so that it records only when the detector is "alive". 

The typical dead time for a run is S —10%. 

There are three types of pauses; Scintillator, Nt'itral, and Central Drift. The 

Scintillation pause fires when any scintillator is hit The pause is 2.4fiaec long 

and runs at 200-1000 Hz. A Neutral pause will occur if no scintillator fires and 

if > 2 out of the 6 energy signals (8 central shower, 1 each endcap, and 1 central 

calorimeter) are above threshold and ID a 2&0nsec gate with respect to a fixed 

delay (1200 nsec) after the beam crossing. This pause is 2.4/iscc long and runs at 

about 3 Hi. Finally there is a Central Drift pause which requires 2 Large Aogle 
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Central Drift wedges (a wedge covers 20° azimuth and fires if there are more than 

2 hits in both the inner 5 layers and outer 5 layers) with >00° between them. 

This pause runs Bt =3 30 — SO Hz. 

The Slow triggers are based on information from central drift wedges, energy 

sums, and trigger counter circuits. There are 36 central drift wedges each cover

ing 20° in azimuth. A Small Angle Drift wedge is made if there are > 3 hits in 

the inner 5 layers and < 3 hits in the outer 5 layers. A Large Angle Drift wedge 

is made if there are > 3 hits in the inner 5 layers and outer 5 layers. Central 

scintillation wedges are divided into the same azimuths] sectors as the Central 

Drift wedges and one on each end (1 North, 1 South), totalling 36 signals. The 

Large Angle Madron wedges are also divided into north and south 20° azimuthsl 

components, 18 North Hadron Sextant wedges from the central calorimeter and 

north endcap, and similarly for the IS South Hadron Sextant wedges. Also there 

are 8 (4 north, 4 south) Endcap Scintillation wedges and Endcap Hadron wedges. 

One of the Slow triggers is the onion track processor, or Grand Crate, which 

uses the wedge signals just described. Grand Crate tracks are formed from coin

cidences of central drift wedges end the corresponding Scintillation and Hadron 

wedges. There are 44 possible Grand Crate tracks (18 north-central + 18 south-

centra! + 4 north-endcap + 4 south-endcap). 
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A Large Angle Grand Crate track (36 possible) is made from a coincidence 

of the following: 

18 Large Angle Drift wedges 

AND 

/ /18 N Central Scintillator wedges^ 

AND 

18 N Hadron Sextant wedges OR 

18 S Central Scintillator wedges^ 

AND 

18 S Hadron Sextant wedges 

/ \ 
A Small Angle Grand Crate track (8 possible) is made from: 

18 Large OR Small Angle Drift wedges 

AND 

[( 4 N Endcap \ 

Scintillator quadrants 

AND 

4 N Hadron quadrants 

' 4 S Endcap y 

Scintillator quadrants 

AND 

OR 4 S Hadron quadrants 

U I \ I, 
A Grand Crate trigger is made from the OR of the 44 Grand Crate tracks. 

A similar trigger is the Grand Crate'Shower .rigger is a coincidence of three 

adjacent Grand Crate wedge signals with the corresponding shower chamber 

pause. 
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Another Slow trigger is the CD'Show2 which is made from Large Angle 

Central Drift quadrants and shower energy sums (6 central, S endup). A Large 

Angle Central Drift quadrant is a coincidence between S or 0 Large Angle Central 

Drift wedges. The quadrants are overlapping, 3 coveting 120° in aiimuth each 

and one covering 100° in azimuth. A CD'SbowS trigger is made if there are 

back-to-back Central Drift quadrants and > 2 shower sextants (out of 18) are 

above threshold. 

The Energy trigger is anoiher Slow trigger which uses 9 energy sums; the 

6 central shower sums, 2 endcap sums, and a central hadron sum. The shower 

sums are connected to discriminators which form the Energy trigger. An Energy 

trigger is made form the OR of any of the 0 energy inputs. 

When a Slow trigger has been made the resetting system is inhibited and the 

VAX will read in data from the detector. Each drift chamber cell is connected to a 

pre-amplifier, discriminator, and aTime-to-Voltage Converter (TVC). Each wire 

group in the calorimeters is connected to a pre-amplifier. The pre-amps take the 

raw signals from the detector and amplify and shape the signals. Signals from the 

pre-aniplifier are sent to a Sample and Hold module (SHAM), and digitized by 

a "Brilliant" Analog-to-Digital Converter (BADC). E-ch BADC is in a CAMAC 

crate and the CAMAC crates are daisy-chained through their Crate Controllers. 

A Dranch Receiver on one of the crates is connected to a Branch Driver on the 

System Crate which is finally connected to the VAX via a "Jorway" 411 VAX-

to-CAMAC Adapter. The typical hardware trigger rate is 3 — 5 Hz. There 

are four m&ifi hardware triggers that trigger multi-hadron events. These are 

the Energy trigger, the CD'Showi, the Grand Crate, and the Scintillate: (Fast) 
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trigger. A simulation cf the hardware trigger by the Monte Cs.-lo shows that the 

multi-hadron events used in this analysis will trigger the apparatus 09.9% of the 

time. 

3.2 T H E MAC ONLINE SOFTWARE FILTER 

The online software filter is designed •*> provide orthogonal triggers on which 

all events are tested. The software triggers (about 25) are made from combina

tions of energy sums, Grand Crate tracks, scintillation coincidences, and other 

quantities constructed in the hardware. The thresholds in the software trigger 

are tighter than at the hardware level. AD event passing any of the software trig

gers is saved on disk and tape and later analyzed by the offline filter. A typical 

ID lasts about an hour, takes up about 15 Mbytes of storage and contains about 

12,000 events. 

3.3 OFFLINE FILTER 

When the VAX disks become full the data are shipped via coaxial cable to 

IBM disks. Further computet analysis (PASSl) is done QB &D IBM S081-K in » 

computer routine called FSTFLT (FaST FiLTcr). It takes about 30 minutes of 

IBM 308I-K time to perform the PASSl analysis on a typical data run of one 

hour duration. The PASSl analysis reconstructs central and outer drift tracks, 

showers in the calorimeters, and computes a variety of useful quantities, eg. 

thrust angle. This program also serves as a sophisticated software filter. The 

events are put through a truth table or "mask set" to determine ir the events are 

or physics interest. An event has passed a mark if it satisfies all of the up to lfl 

attributes of that mask, There are two levels of mask sets. Every event saved 
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Figure 3 2- Data flow rate through the on-line and off-line filter systems. 
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by the VAX is analysed to see if it satisfies any of the lowest level masts. The 

purpose of the low level masks is to identify all events that could be of physics 

interest. Only events passing any low level mask receive further analysis. The 

high level masks attempt to classify tb» -ents into certain very loosely defined 

topologies , eg. Bhabha, hadnmic, p- or r- pair. Events passing any high level 

mask are saved on disk and tape (as 10% of the VAX events). Event.1 passing 

the highest level masks allow are further tagged to allow a relatively pure sample 

of events to be quickly selected for further analysis. Figure 3-2 shows the rate 

of data flow through the MAC analysis system. The selection of multi-hadron 

events corresponds to about one event per half-billion beam crossings. 

The software trigger rate has been a fairly constant 3-5 Hi throughout the 

running history but the luminosity has increased by more than a factor of ten 

so that there is a more efficient use of the beams in providing collisions. Most of 

the events saved by the final filter are two photon events and law angle Bhabha 

events. The main source of non-physics events in the stored data ate friiro. beam-

gas events. 
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Chapter 4 

Data Analysis 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

In principle the measurement of the R-value for multi-hadron production in 

c*tT annihilation (hereafter referred to as annihilation muH't-hadron production) 

can be made by simply counting the total of all multi-hadron events produced, a 

quantity directly relatable to R. In practice backgrounds are present from closely 

related processes such as multi-hadron production from two photon-annihilation. 

Also the apparatus has finite acceptances and resolution, and the triggering sys

tems are not 100% efficient. Therefore to achieve z precise determination of the 

R-value for annihilation mutti-had'in production the acceptance phase space 

must be defined by cuts designed to minimize the systematic errors associated 

with these effects. 

The requirement that an event contains several charged tracks coming from 

a common vertex (vertiriziDg tracks) strongly reduces many sources of back

grounds. If more than five verticizing tracks are required virtually all the r-pair 

events (accounting for ~ ar" of cross section) are eliminated while leaving about 

<!S% of the annihilation muUi-badron events. This cut was used in the final anal

ysis. 
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Even with the charged trick cut there is a background of 27 multi-hadron 

events predominantly associated with production at low-energies and at small 

angles to tbe beam line. The criteria or total energy and "energy-imbalance" serve 

to differentiate e + e - annihilation multi-hadron events from the 27 processes. 

The "energy-imbalance* is a measure of the missing momentum along tbe 

beam direction. "Energy-imbalance" is defined as: 

I £&.„,(£•*+ - E^) I 
I kit* 

III! 

where £ c +(£j-) is the energy readout on the end of the detector from which 

the positTon (electron) beam is incident. Ee± includes tbe current divided energy 

readout from the end of the appropriate central section plus the correspond

ing endcap. For annihilation multi-hadron events momentum should balance, 

whereas for 27 events unobserved momentum is likely to be carried away by the 

« + and €~ along the beam direction. Imbalance therefore can serve to distinguish 

between these two classes of events. 

Another useful parameter to differentiate these two classes of events is the 

production-angle or "thrust-axis*. For annihilation multi-hadron events the pro

duction angles of the primordial quarks should be distributed with a 1+cos 2 0 an

gular distribution in tbe center-of-mass frame (as lab system for the annibilation 

process) and the distribution of the "axis of final state momenta Bow" ("thrust 

axis") closely follow this distribution. For two photon events the center-of-mass 

system does not in general correspond to tbe lab system and tbe "thrust-axis" 

distribution will be peaked strongly toward small angles to the beam axis. 

The energy thrust axis is defined as the direction of the unit vector, ft, which 
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maximizes the quantity called thrust: 

max lE&onEi -n) 
T _ V >fii / 

EEttrru E; 
i l l* 

Figure 4-1 shows plots, for a sample events, of three-dimensional histograms 

obtained by plotting the number of events versus the total event energy on one 

axb and the energy imbalance on the other axis. The plots arc divided into 

four angular ranges as determined from the thrust axis , 55° < 9EH„,- < 

90°, 30' < «£„„„ < 55°, 15° < «£,,„„ < 30°, 0° < fBaumu < 15°, and are 

further subdivided into histograms containing events with five or more charged 

tracks, and with nine or more charged tracks. Inspection of the figures shows 

that at low angles there is no clear division between multi-hadron production and 

background processes such as r-decays, two-photon processes, cosmic ray events, 

and interactions of the beam with the shielding, etc. 

Histograms (f) and (A) for the angular range 55° < * E 1 4 , < 90° for low 

(and also high) multiplicity events shov a clear peak centered around a total 

energy of twice the beam energy along tbe energy axb and along the imbalance 

axis grouped towards low imbalances. This peak is clearly consistent with events 

arising from annihilation multi-hadron events, and is inconsistent with the dis

tribution from 27 and other background processes that would be expected to 

peak at low energies and high imbalance. Again with reference to this plot an 

energy cut at 16 GeV would suffice to cut out nearly all of the small residual 

backgrounds without seriously effecting the annihilation multi-hadron signal. 

Histograms (e) and (/) for the angular range 30° < * e ^ l w t l < 55° still show 

for both high and low multiplicity clear peaks with the characteristics expected 
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Figure 4-1: 3-dimensumal plots of energy versus energy imbalance with 

B r t > 4 and neh > 8 for different angular ranges. Energy bins are 

2 GeV and the imbalance bins are 0.04. Vertical scale is number 

of events. Annihilation events cluster at higher energies and low 

imbalances while 2T events cluster at lower energies and higher 

imbalance). 
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for annihilation multt-hadton eventa. These peaks ate reasonably separate from 

the lew energy "shoulders* characteristic o{ the background processes. 

The histograms for low multiplicity events in the low angular ranges, 0° — 

15°(/ifj. n,t), and 15°-30° (/ifj. t,i\ shows no clear peak that can be associated 

with multi-hadron production. This results from the increases in backgrounds 

and degraded energy-resolution of the detector at small angles to the beam direc

tion. Therefore an angular cut was required to confine the acceptance to regions 

with a. clearly diffcreotiable annihilation multi-hadron signal. 

After cuts based on the above parameters of energy, charged multiplicity, 

and thrust axis, the remaining sample of events was of sufficient purity that no 

additional cuts, such as imbalance and vertex position were required. The full 

details of the procedures and corrections used to evaluate R follow. 

4 2 EVALUATION OF R 

Experimental Procedures 

From section 3 of Chapter 1 R 13 measured via the relation 

fl = 

where the Jt . i ^ - dfl is the number of multi-badron events from e + e an-

nihilation whose thrust axis is greater than d m ( n > /«„„•„-ajr ""J •» t D e P-pair 

differential cross section integrated over the same angular region, / Ldt is the 

integrated luminosity, 6 is the radiative correction, and 1 is the acceptance of 

multi-hadron events to the procedures as determined by Monte Carlo techniques 

(the Kleiss Monte Carlo was used to generate the quark states and the Lund 
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model was used fragment the quarts, for further details see Appendix 6). 

In o-der to obtain a high purity sample of annihilation multi-hadron events 

three- cuts hive been made to reduce all backgrounds to a low level The cuts 

are as follows: 

a) Thrust axis as determined from the charged tracks 55" < 9p„„„ < 90°; 

bl Track multiplicity > 4; 

c) Total event energy > 16 GeV. 

Approximately half the produced events lie within the fiducial region. The 

event sample passing the cuts still contains events from background processes. 

Backgrounds from the 2"i process and T-pair production are estimated using 

Monte Carlo techniques. The Vermassercn Monte Carlo was used to generate 

two-photon events and the Kleiss program was used to generate r-pairs. For 

further details on the Monte Carlos used see Appendix B. Backgrounds from 

beam-gas interactions, cosmic rays, etc. are estimated by & visual scan ot a 

sample of the data. 

To compute the acceptance of the experimental procedures the Monte Carlo 

events were put through the same analysis as the data events including a simu

lation of the trigger system. The acceptance was corrected for differences in the 

data and Monte Carlo distributions The sensitivity of the acceptance to Monte 

Carlo parameters was checked by independently varying several parameters in 

tbe Monte Carlo. 

A detailed explanation ot eath ot tbe cuts and the backgrounds and their 

associated errors follows. 
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ThrtiilAtiflc Cut 

Two methods are available from the MAC detector data to measure the thrust 

axis of an event. 

i) Tbe tbrust u i s can be determined using the energy flow data as observed in 

the calorimetry. In this case the energy vecC>ra, constructed from the magnitude 

o( a shower and its position are used as the basis on which the thrust axis is 

calculated. 

ii) The thrust axis can be determined using the momenta of the charged 

tracks observed in the central drift chamber. 

In principle the biases in the data produced by the use of both these methods 

can be evaluated with Monte Carlo modeling. In practice method i) based on 

calorimetry contains systematic biases from three sources; difficulties in angular 

determinations based on current division measurements, poorly determined en

ergy vectors in the neighborhood of the rift between the central calorimeter and 

tbe endcap, and non-uniform response in the endcaps. These effects are difficult 

to model. 

The MAC calorimeters rely on current division lor longitudinal position de

termination. The current division determinations are susceptible to errors both 

from calibration procedures and from tbe electrical cross-talk between channels 

generated in tbe external connections and in the electronic pre-amplificition cir

cuitry. Cross-talk causes spurious and roughly equal pulses to appear at *w>th 

ends or a wire. This effect results in a systematic increase in the polar angle ot 

the energy thrust axis and increases the number ot events appearing to lie within 
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a central fiducial region. The cross-talk varies from channel to channel making 

Monte Carlo modeliDg difficult and imprecise. 

The calorimetry in MAC is extended to small angles with the use or endcaps. 

The rift between the central detector and the endcap is part of the detector 

structutaJ support and is not sensitive to the passage of particles. Hence modeling 

problems arise from the rift because of the discontinuous response of the detector. 

ID the endcaps there are twelve chambers each subtending 30° in azimuth. 

These chambers have a dead space at the edges or about 1-inch in extent and 

thus at every 30° in azimuth there is an associated dead region. At the innermost 

radius of the endcaps about ^ of the circumference is dead area. Incorporation 

of these effects into the Monte Carlo is difficult and lively to result io substantial 

systematic error. 

by -tematic errors in angular determinations arc Blmost completely eliminated 

for measurements based on tbrust-axes measured with the centra) drilt chamber. 

Tracks with polar angle down to 25° from the beam line traverse all ten layers 

of the inner drift chamber and are recorded with close to uniform efficiencies. 

Polar angles are measured using the stereoscopic views of the chamber and the 

angles measured are based on the mechanically determined spaemgs uf the wires 

which are known to high precision. The errors in the position determination 

and chamber precision are well-modeled by the Monte Carlo. Also included in 

the modeling are effects due to track losses at high tracV densities due to track 

overlaps. 
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Systematic errors result if the angular calibration of the inner drift chamber 

is in error. Polar angles are measured by reconstruction from the stereo-views 

provided by the differently oriented wire layers. Systematic errors in the relative 

mechanical positioning of the stereo layers would result in systematic errors in the 

determination of polar angles. A bound can be set on the errors in mechanical 

tolerances of < J of the measured overall position resolution of the chamber 

and this corresponds to a maximum systematic error of the polar angle of J95. 

This possible error is already small and is further reduced by the luminosity 

determination, also entering into the determination of R, containing canceling 

correlated errors arising from the same source. From the above the maximum 

possible error in R arising from the mechanical imprecision in wire spacing is 

Below about 25 6 systematic track losses occur because tracks do not go 

through all ten layers, resulting in a track detecting efficiency which is a function 

of polar angle. The inner drift chamber also has finite momentum resolution and 

does not detect neutral particles. These effects result in imprecision in the deter

mination of thrust axis angle and cause events, that if perfectly measured would 

lie outside the polar angle cut, to be included in the event sample and vice-versa. 

Given the relatively slowly varying angular distribution of multi-hadron events 

tbe gains and losses of events are expected to be nearly canceling. A comparison 

of Monte Carlo analyses, with and without detector effects, at the chosen polar 

angle cut of 55° show a; 3 % more events lying within the cut due to detector 

effects. 
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Therefore given the small and welt-understood systematic errors or the mo

mentum vectors the angular cut imposed on the data used a thrust axis deter* 

mined using charged tracks in the inner drift chamber. The final value of R was 

based on a thrust-axis cut of 55°, which also served to minimize the backgrounds 

from two-photon contamination. 

To evaluate the sensitivity of the Gnal results to the angle chosen for the 

cut, and to check the foregoing, R was evaluated for angular cuts of cos 9Plk„tl 

ranging from 0.4 to 0.8. Table 4-1 shows the values of R that corresponded to 

these various cuts. R is remarkably stable to this cut and accordingly a systematic 

error associated with this cut of ^% was assigned. 

Table 4-1 

Values of R normalized at cos fln)In=0.60 

obtained for various angular cuts (statistical errors). 

costfml„ 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 

Data (background 1.013 1005 1.000 0.993 1.019 

corrected) ±0.012 ±0.008 ±0.000 ±0.007 ±0.009 

Track and Multiplicity Cuts 

A track is identified by the track finding algorithm as a series of hits in 

successive layers of the drift chamber constrained to lie along a particle trajectory 

within the measurement precision. 

From visual scanning of uncut events a spurious background of events is cre

ated by particles in the halo of the beam showering in the beam pipe by cosmic 
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rays showering in the calorimetry with tracks entering the central drift chamber, 

and by Bhahba scattered electrons showering at small angles in the "staircase 

region" of the inner drift chamber. These backgrounds result from the inner drift 

track reconstruction algorithms constructing spurious tracks out of background 

hits in the chamber. Spuriously reconstructed tracks, or real background tracks 

unassociated with a beam-beam interaction, are unlikely to originate from a com

mon vertex. Based on analysis and visual scanning of uncut data the probability 

of spurious constrained fits decreases strongly with th» number of hits included. 

A spuriously reconstructed track is likely to have large curvature and therefore 

low assigned momentum. 

Therefore to minimize the inclusion of background event9 an acceptable track 

was required to reconstruct to a common vertex and to u*»e either > 5 hits or 5 

hits and a fitted momentum > 1 GeV/c. A further requirement was imposed that 

at least one track in an event should contain seven or more hits. This further 

reduced the background from Bhabha events showering in the staircase region. 

This requirement eliminates < ^% of the annihilation multi-hadron sample and 

therefore has a negligible effect on the acceptance. 

As discused in the introduction a track multiplicity cut of > 4 tracks in an 

event strongly reduces background from both two-photon and tau decay pro

cesses. Two-photon processes have a multiplicity distribution peaking at low 

muUiplici y due to their production at low center-of-mass energy and tau-pair 

decays h'.ve a very small probability to decay into more than four charged par

ticles. A multiplicity cut of > 4 tracks was therefore required. With a BR[f — 

3 charged prongs]' ss \ a cut of n e* > 4 eliminates «a 98% of the taua. The 
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uncertainty in the r branching ratio introduces a systematic uncertainty into the 

R measurement of about j , % . 

Attn application of the above cuts beam-gas interactions, Bbabha events and 

cosmics showering in the drift chamber, and beam splash in the detector were all 

largely removed from the event sample. 

A comparison of the multiplicity distribution showed small systematic dif

ferences between the data and the Monte Carlo. These differences were taken 

into account in the 6nal evaluation by scaling the Monte Carlo distribution to 

give the observed multiplicity. The scaling factor was the mean of the truncated 

multiplicity distribution (n" > 4) for the data divided by the corresponding 

mean for the Monte Carlo. The multiplicity distribution for the data is plotted 

with the unsealed and scaled Monte Carlo distributions and is shown in Figure 

4-2. The Monte Carlo predicts 4.5% of the events have < 4 tracks and the 

scaled Monte Carlo distribution predicts 5,4% of the events have < 4 tracks. 

A check on the agreement with the Monte Carlo is provided by comparing the 

fraction or 4 prong events with two particles in both of the opposing hemispheres 

relative to the direction of the thrust axis. In 27 multi-hadron events the jet? 

are usually both peaked toward the beam line in the same hemisphere. In r-pair 

events the T cannot decay into two charged particles. The fiducial cut reduces the 

probability that one of the particles in the reaction T —*tbree-charged particles 

will be outside the drift chamber acceptance. Thus the 2-2 configuration provides 

a nearly background-free topology to compare the data and the Monte Carlo 

modeling. This was done by scanning a sample of data and Monte Carlo events. 
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Figure 4-2: Charged multiplicity distributions for data (soltf) and Monte 

Carlo (dashed). ID the top plot the Morjte Carlo distribution 

is unsealed and in the bottom plot the Monte Carlo points have 

been scaled to bring them into agreement with the data. The 

scaled Monte Carlo distribution is clearly in good agreement with 

the data. 
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The fraction of these events (compared to the fiduetally cut sample) was found 

to be 0.4% ±0.1% for the data and 0.3% ± 0.1% for the Monte Carlo. The 

data events have a similar energy distribution as the higher multiplicity events 

indicating they are indeed from the annihilation process and arc not from a 2-j 

process. 

Enerif Cut 

Events passing the multiplicity cut and solid angle cut are further cut on 

the basis of total calorimctric energy. The reason for this procedure is that 

even after the angle and multiplicity cuts there is a N>w energy peak in the 

energy distribution as shown in Figure 4-3, This double-peaked spectrum is to 

be expected from a combination of 21 and annihilation events. The 2-} events 

are expected to have low energy and the annihilation events arc expected to have 

nearly twice the beam energy. The total energy cut chosen b E > 16 GeV which 

is in the valley between the 27 peak and the annihilation multi-hadron peak. 

The 27 background for E>16GeV is evaluated in a later section and is a small 

correction. Monte Carlo evaluation of the correction for events lost by the energy 

cut shows a loss of 1.8%. 

The Monte Carlo modeling of the low energy tail was checked with high 

multiplicity (BC* > 8) events. The fraction of events passing the angle cut with 

> 8 tracks and E<16 GeV is 1.4% for the background corrected data and l.C% 

for the Monte Carlo. A visual scan of the high multiplicity low energy events 

shows no detector malfunction in tbese events. The additional c-.ents in the data 

likely result from higher order QED processes not included in the Monte Carlo but 
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Monte Carlo (dashed). In the top plot the Monte Carlo is unsealed 
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which are included in the calculation of radiative corrections (for further details 

see Appendix A). The Monte Carlo was therefore assumed to give the correct 

spectrum for the events it was designed to model. The differences between the 

spectra were taken into account by scaling the Monte Carlo distribution to bring 

it into agreement with the data. The scale factor was the mean of the truncated 

energy distribution (E>15GeV) for events with > 4 tracks for the background 

corrected data divided by the corresponding mean for the Monte Carlo. The 

same scale factor was obtained using events with >8 charged tracks. The energy 

spectra for the data for > 8 tracks is plotted with the scaled and unsealed Monte 

Carlo distribution in Fig 4-4. On the basis of the above a systematic error of 

\% is assigned to the energy cut. 

The stability of R with respect to the energy cut is shown in Tahte 4-2. 

Table 4-2 

Values of R for various energy cuts normalized 

to the nominal value (errors are statistical). 

EmlGeV) 12 14 16 18 20 

Data 1.002 1.000 1.000 1.002 1.005 

(background corrected) ±.002 ±.002 ±.000 ±002 ±.003 

Background! and Asioeiatci Error! 

i) General Backgrounds 
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In addition to the beam-beam associated muUi-hadron backgrounds discussed 

in the previous sections there are other processes, not included in the Monte 

Carlo programs, which must be measured experimentally. These background 

processes are minimized by the choice of cuts chosen in the preceding sections. 

The estimation of the magnitude and systematic errors of these backgrounds 

follows. 

A sample of about 10% of the events passing the angular and multiplicity 

cuts were scanned to find the residual backgrounds from processes such as cosmic 

rays showering in the calorimeters, Bhabha events showering in the material of 

the central drift chamber, beam splash (radiation or particles from upstream 

which spray into the detector), and occasional "blotch events" due to electrical 

breakdownt: in the detector. Less than 4% of the events with energy less than 

16 GeV aud less than ^H of the events with energy greater than 16 GeV were 

due to these effects. 

ii) Beam-Gas Backgrounds 

The correction Tor beam gas interactions was derived from the distribution 

of primary vertices along the beam axis (^coordinate). Events from beam-beam 

interactions u c contained within ±5 cm of the nominal interaction point. Less 

than yj% of the multi-hadron signal have a vertex outside this range. Events with 

\z\ > 5cm are categorized as beam-gas interactions. Since the beam-gas events 

should be uniformly distributed in i, the Traction of beam-gas events with |J| < 

Scm is easily found. Fig 4-5 shows the distribution of longitudinal position of the 

primary vertex for events passing the angle cut and the multiplicity cut. From 
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this data the faction of beam-gas events in the E<16GeV sample is evaluated 

to be ~J2% and for the E>18GeV sample the fraction of beam-gas events is 

iiij 2i Background 

The number of events observed in the range E < IB GeV was compared with 

a Monte Carlo consisting of hard-scattering and VDM two photon processes. The 

two photon Monte Carlo is roughly consistent with the data predicting about 30% 

fewer events than is actually observed in the energy range 8-16 GeV where trigger 

efficiencies are more similar to the higher energy events. World data differs by 

this order of magnitude and this level of precision is not surprising-2"1 

Table 4-3 calculates the two photon contribution scaled by 1.3 or the two 

photon Monte Carlo in the range E > 8 GeV. There are obvious uncertainties in 

this estimate of additional events not included in our two photon Monte Carlos. 

A conservative error of 100% is taken for the two photon contribution. With 

this normalization factor the correction due to subtracting the two photon back

ground is ~ \% with an uncertainty of ~ ±\%. 
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Table 4-3 

Contributions to the cross section (in pb) tor event 

categories determined from a best fit to the data. 

8 GeV < E < 10 GeV E > 16 GeV 

Two photon (hard scattering) 0.0 1.1 

Two photon (VDM) 0.4 ~ 0 

TTM.C. 0.2 1.0 

Beam-gas 0.5 0.1 

Bhabhas, cosmics, etc. 1.3 0.2 

Normalized annihilation 

multi-hadron M.C. 4.3 222.6 

Total data 10.4 225.7 

Senst'iitiitj of Acttpl&iKt to eoriolt'on c-/Monte Carfo Porameitrs 

The effects on calculated acceptance due to variations of Monte Carlo pa

rameters are expected to be small. Nevertheless in order to estimate possible 

systematic? we investigated our sensitivity to parameter variations over a rea

sonable range of values. Due to the large amount of computer time needed to 

create the data base necessary to investigate several parameters at different val

ues, Monte Carlo events were run through a less comprehensive but much faster 

detector simulation Monte Carlo. This Monte Carlo was adjusted so that the 

energy spectrum, multiplicity distribution, and solid angle acceptance were in 
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good agreement with the data and full detector Monte Carlo. The parameters 

varied were thrust cut-off, o „ p ^ relative to the original quark direction, the 

pseudoscalar tc vector meson ratio, the fragmentation function of the heavy 

quarks, and the fragmentation model. These parameters were chosen because 

they could potentially affect the acceptance. The thrust cut-oil is related to the 

minimum energy that a gluon may have. It is necessary to model the gluons be

cause gluons fragment into hadrans and affect quantities such as the tbrust axis, 

visible energy, and multiplicity, a, is directly related to the probability that a 

gluon will be produced thus affecting the charged multiplicity distribution. The 

momentum of the particles perpendicular to the thrust axis is related to the "jtt-

tincss* of an event, the smaller the average p_̂  the jeltier the event. A highly 

collimated two-jet event will nearly be totally contained in the detector whereas 

ft more spherical event may have particles outside the detector acceptance and 

could introduce a systematic error into the thrust-axis measurement. The pseu-

doscalar to vector meson ratio is important because vector particles are more 

likely to decay into charged particles which again affects the charged multiplicity 

distribution. 

The breakdown of the errors resulting from variation in the Monte Carlo 

parameters is shown in Table 4-4. The acceptance is fairly insensitive (about \% 

uncertainty is added to the acceptance error) to reasonable variation in all these 

parameters and is explained in detail in Appendix B. 
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Table 4-1 

Change in acceptance due to variation in Monte Carlo parameters. 

Quantity Range % Change over range 

P/(P+V) 0.35-0.85 ± 0 . 4 

o, 0.12-0.22 ±0 .5 

Lmaz 0.03-0.97 ±0 .1 

"P± 0.15-0.45 GeV ± 0 . 4 

Fragmentation 

function cf. App. B ± 0 . 8 

Trigger Ejfititncy 

The Monte Carlo events were put through a hardware trigger simulation 

program and the efficiency for the selected events -was found to be 99.9±0.1% . 

In order to reduce computer time, only events tagged by the offline software 

as having a momentum thrust axis, 30" < Bflirrti < 00° using all the central 

drift tracks are selected ns potential candidates. A spot check is made of events 

with 0pu„„ < 30° as tagged by the offline software to make sure that a large 

number of events are not missed. This effect is only ft* y±% for n 1* > 4 and 

12 > 16 GeV and is included in the trigger efficiency. 

The final value of the trigger efficiency is .997 ± .002 which includes hardware 

mid software filter efficiencies. 
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4.3 DETERMINATION OF R 

The number of events passing the cuts is Nmh = 18261 in an integrated lu

minosity of SO.flpfr-1. FVom Table 4-3 the amount of background contamination 

is 1,1% . Thus the number of annihilation multi-hadron events is: 

/ _ i _ _ < f n = 18001 ±134 ± 8 9 

Corrected Acceptance 

In older to find the overall corrections to the acceptance from the cuts used 

the Monte Carlo events were put through the same analysis as the data. The 

corrected acceptance is written: 

= .836 -O.fldl-1.003 0.907 
= .828 

where /tfm-n is the fraction of Monte Carlo events within the angular acceptance 

that pass the multiplicity and energy cut, Jn,k is the adjustment made to the 

Monte Carlo due to the differences hetweeu the data and the Monte Carlo in 

the multiplicity distribution and SB^ 1 S " l e adjustment made to the Monto 

Carlo due to the differences between the data and Monte Carlo in the energy 

distribution. /[ r Ip is the hardware and software trigger efficiency. The major 

uncertainties in the acceptance arise from the sensitivity due to tbe multiplicity 

cut and the energy cut each of which accounts for about ±lCp uncertainty. The 

numbers and uncertainties entering into ( , including sensitivity to Monte Carlo 

parameters, are shown in Table 4-5. 
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Table 4-5 

Systematic errors In determining the acceptance. 

Quantity % Error 

Angular dependence 0.5 

Multiplicity cut 1.0 

Energy cut 10 

Trigger efficiency 0.2 

Sensitivity to MC parameters 1.1 

Total systematic error 

(summed in quadrature) 1.0 

Luminosity Measurement 

The luminosity was measured using Bhabba scattering at large angles to the 

beam line. The events were chosen by requiring 

i) exactly two central drift tracks; 

ii) >5.7 GeV in the shower chamber; 

in) < 10° acollinearity angle; 

iv) each track > 55° from the beam line as measured by the central drift. 

Additionally a cut is made on the azimuthal angle to eliminate events near the 

edges where the sextants meet. A sample of the events were visually scanned to 
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determine the level or background contamination which is found to be 1 .£±0.8%. 

The trigger efficiency is very close to I and no correction is made. The number 

of events in the sample is 40426 corresponding to an integrated luminosity or 

80.9p&_1. 

The values and the error assignments used to determine R are shown in Table 

4-6. 
Table 4-6 

Final values and error assignments used in the determination of Ft. 

Factor Value Stat. Error [% ) Sys. Error [% ) Source of error 

J«mi« ! Trr' m 1 8 0 0 1 °- 7 ° 5 2"fe%ents 

j Ldlipb'1) 80.9 0.5 1.6 trigger eft*. 

and rad. corr. 

1 + 6 1.422 — 0.8 rad. corr. 

f 0.828 0.4 1.9 c/. Table 4-S 

Umi„dSMvt) 49.3 

Using the formula for R given in section 2 and the values given in Table 4-6 

we obtain: 

R = 3.83 ± 0.04(«(al.) ± 0.t0[«ys(.). 
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This result can be interpreted via 'he formula 

as yielding a value for ag of 

a, =0 .14 ±0.09. 

A value or R has also been derived from the MAC detector using events 

distributed over the full MAC angular acceptance. Because of the difficulties 

associated with the separation of inulti'hndron events from background processes 

at small angles to the beam-line, this analysis required a rather elaborate set of 

cuts to define the multi-hadron sample. These cuts can be summarized as: 

E>12GcV, 

E ± >7.5GeV, 

Energy imbalance = (E, |£ . | / Li £>)< 0.65, 

n'h > 2, 

Primary vertex position < 5cm, 

Scalar sum of momcnta>2GeV/c. 

Additional cuts were made on the average number of hits per central drift 

track, and on energy-density in the calorimeters. These cuts were further supple

mented by visual scanning of events at the boundaries of the acceptance criteria. 

The value of R was determined via the ratio of total cross sections. However 

the sources of systematic error increase with this procedure. The value of R using 
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the full detector acceptance5 is * 

fl = 3.81 ± 0 0 3 ±0.15 

in excellent agreement with out result. 

Determination ot an angular distribution for tbe annihilation process using 

the inner-drift chamber or charge division measurements is limited in precision by 

the systematic? previously discus^d. Our measurement provides a good deter

mination of the events at large angles and the second determination over most 

of the solid angle is not heavily dependent on charge division determinations. 

The two MAC R measurements are in excellent agreement and may be combined 

to provide a check of the angular distribution for rmilti-hadron pnduction as 

a function of cos 9. A cross section measurement (as opposed to an asymmetry 

measurement) only depends on even powers of cos 9. Annihilation events via 

single photon exchange do not contain terms higher than cos2 6 and accordingly 

terms in cos4 0 and higher will be small. The cross section can therefore be ex

pressed in the form 

a i l 

'The quoted value is R=3.fll±0.03±0.11. Tbe systematic errors associated with 
the luminosity measurements and radiative corrections are almost identical in 
the two measurements. However systematic errors associated with multiplicity, 
energy and imbalance cuts, and with the background subtractions of two-photon 
events substantially increase at small acceptance angles. We estimate the overall 
systematic errors from these to be 2.5 times greater than tbe corresponding 
overall errors for our angular range. The assigned errors however are close to 
thost. used for our angular range and therefore to put the two determinations 
on a comparable basis we have increased the above systematica by a factor or 
2,5. 
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Using the two separate MAC measurements to solve for A gives A = 0.92 ± 

0.10, in good agreement with the theoretical valuo of 1. 

AA COMPARISON WITH OTHER EXPERIMENTS 

Other R measurements®-* at PEP/PETRA energies use similar event selec

tion criteria. A charged multiplicity cut of >4 prongs is nearly universal as a 

rut against r-pair events. Also, an energy cut [sd \i/*) *a u s e ^ *° remove beam 

gas events and most of the 2"r physics. There arc additionally Gducial cuts based 

on paramc'.crs such as £ji, E±, or thrust axis. The events passing the selection 

criteria arc scanned to determine the sample purity. Monte Carlo programs are 

used to estimate the acceptance of the cuts and to provide a com von to the 

number of events. Table 4-7 shows a comparison of R measurements from PEP 

and PETRA experiments radiativcly corrected to 0(or3). For comparison pur

poses the MAC R-value has been increased by 1.79T to remove the higher order 

corrections. 
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Table 4-7 

Rvalues at PEP and PETRA 

(radiatively corrected to 0(a 3 )) 

Energy range R± A R j ! o i ± A. R„ y , 

TASSO 14.0-36.7 4.01 ± 0.03 ± 0.20 

JADE 14.0-36.7 3.97 ±0.05 ±0.10 

MARK J 12.0-36.7 3,84 ±0.05 ±0.22 

MARK II 29.0 3.90 ±0.05 ±0.25 

MAC 29.0 3.89 ±0.04 ±0.10 

All of the above determinations of R, except for the JADE value, contain a 

larger quoted systematic error than for our result. This difference arises because 

the smaller angular coverage of their detectors required cuts to be made close 

to the edges of their acceptance, thus making their corrections less certain. The 

value quoted by JADE is to 0(o 3 ) and does not include a correction or systematics 

for the higher order corrections included in our result. The overall agreement 

between experiments is excellent and well within quoted errors. 
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Chapter 5 

Conclusions 

The value or R has been measured via the ratio or differential cross sections 
integrated over an angular range using the MAC detector. The measured value 
ofR is 

R = 3.83 ± 0.<M(»lal.) ± 0.10(sysr.) 

The result is tbe most precise to date and is in good agreement with other 
experiments. The value of R is about one and a half standard deviations from 
the value predicted using the simple quark parton mode) with 5 quarks. The 
value of Oj is found to he 0.14 ± 0.09. The angular distribution was checked 
for a 1 + A cos 2 6 form and a value of A = 0.93 ± 0.10 was obtained compared 
with the canonical value of 1. The small systematic error in the value of R is 
due to the fact that with a nearly Tul] 4ir solid angle detector a fiducial cut can 
be made which avoids lesser-known regions of the physics and the detector while 
maintaining a reasonable acceptance. 

Three roughly coequal sources dominate the systematic error. These errors 
are from; acceptance including backgrounds, luminosity determination, and ra
diative QED effects. In order to significantly reduce the total uncertainty of R, 
reduction in all these errors is necessary. 

One major source of uncertainty in the acceptance is in the number of multi-
hadron events due to the two photon process. The measured cross section of 
tbe 2-j process in this experiment is about a factor of 2.5 greater for low energies 
than the prediction from the hard scattering model. Clearly more work is needed 
in this area on both the experimental and theoretical fronts. The Monte Carlo 
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modelling of the acceptance is also a major source of uncertainty which affects 
the multi-hadrons and Bhabhas. Improvement in the Monte Carlo will involve 
detailed adjusting of the Monte Carlo parameters so that the distributions of the 
data and Monte Carlo are more nearly matched. For an ultra-precise (sw 1% ) 
R measurement tbe thrust n b may not be the optimal method for making a 
fiducial cut. Tab b because the thrust axis of events with two jets in the same 
hemisphere (typical of two photon events and highly radiative one photon events) 
is highly sensitive to changes in the vectors used in the calculation. At the fa 2% 
level this is not a problem. 

Another rasjor systematic uncertainty are the radiative corrections. These 
effects include errors from the following sources: uncertainty of low energy R 
measurements of other experiments which affects the nominal energy measure
ment because bard bremsstraolung lowers the cester-of-mass energy significantly, 
vacuum polarization due to threshold effects, and higher order QED effects ob
tained from summing leading logs. 

Thus far PEP has run at one energy and while this is useful for obtaining 
high statistic) measurements it is not useful for studying energy dependent effects. 
These effects include weak effects which scale as t1 at PEP energies and QCD 
effects which V3ry logarithmically with the center of mass energy. In the future, 
if PEP runs at different energies, it will be useful to study energy dependent 
quantities of the physics processes and of the detector response. 
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Appendix A 

Radiative Corrections 

A.1 GENERAL REMARKS 

To do a precision measurement of R requires that higher order (radiative) 

QED processes be taken accurately into account for both the luminosity mea

surement (Bhabha scattering) and the annihilation multi-hndron production. 

The simplest corrections to the lowest order process are the weU-knovn 0(&'( 

processes which can be written in a form that multiplies the O(a') cross section: 

Cj = 1 + tj = 1 + / i ' r t + «/„, + <«« + ^ + tf 

The vertex corrections are given by 

where m e , m/ are the electron and final state particle masses (if quarks then in 

GeV: rn» = mj = 0 3,171, = 0.5, m c = 1.6, mj = 5.0 , actually the quark 

masses are not known but they only appear in logarithms so the answer is only 
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slightly sensitive to the quark mass) and <J2 is the square of the momentum 

transfer (negative b time-like). 

The vacuum polarization can be written as the sum of three contributions, 

the lepton contribution SI!/, the hadroa continuum JtIIc0„j, and vector meson 

resonances Wire*. Here S means the real part, and II is the vacuum polarization 

amplitude of the photon propagator. The vacuum polarization is given by. 

(vac = 2(SII, + tOlcrt + W W 

with, 

where i = AEiam, p a the principle part of the integral, Mj is the mass or the 

lepton (in GeV; m, = 0.000511,mM = 0.105, m, = 1.762). For x = lmf /o 2 < I 

the result is, 

3 r , . f i . 3 |as — X|i \ l + | r - l W r Jcpfeni 
•,*,.h?!_4 

on* 

Also, 

31 , qf 

sn,„ = ̂ £ r " « 2- m™ + r ' ' r « 

" fS^ru'm^r^ + lqi-mU' 
Um Sllru ™ —52 r" 
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where Aft; is the step increase in R occuring at |g a | measured from experimental 

data, T n U the width of the resonance (vector meson) into e*e~, and m r » is the 

mass of the resonance. 

The bremsstrahlung corrections are: 

«5 = *(h,!<|- i , 
1 r mi 

m *m« Infl. %M \ l K m n l 

l l t frmoa ftmar , I f kmaz \ I 
£"oram £ham - t ^ S r a m j J 

where £ j M m is the beam energy, **,„ U the maximum energy photon that can 

be emitted by the electron, and kfnox is the maximum energy photon that can 

be emitted by the final state fermlon. Note that the initial state bremsstrahlung 

term, 6!j, takes into account the increase in the cross section due to the lower 

center-of-mass energy. The following section gives a detailed discussion of the 

0 ( Q 3 ) contributions and higher order corrections. 

A.2 DETAILED ANALYSIS OF 0 ( O 3 ) AND HIGHER ORDER CONTRIBUTIONS 

The cuts placed on the mulli-hadron events and Bhgbha events will affect the 

radiative corrections. In the case of large angle Bhsbha scattering the fiducial 

volume cut, both tracks > 65° from the beam line, puts a limit on the g~ 

of the reaction, 179(GeV/c)2 < |g 2 | < 662(GeV/c)2 for the exchange process 

with an average o 2 of (j 2) = -307 (GeV/c)2. Since the Bhahha cross section is 

dominated by the exchange diagram we will assume for calculational purposes 

that the Bhabha events have an average q2 of -307(GeV/c) 2. The multi-hadron 

events have an average J 2 of 780(GeV/c) s which is less than the beam energy 

squared because of initial attte radiation. 
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Uncertainties in the 0 ( o s ) calculation result from uncertainties in the vacuum 

polarization, lower energy measurements of R, collinearity requirement (applies 

to Bhabha events only), and possible "new physics". 

Vacuum Polarization 

The contributions to the vacuum polarisation from vector mesoD resonances 

were calculated u:ing the values in Table A-1. The values in the table refer 

to annihilation multi-hsdron events, Bhabha events give similar results. The 

uncertainty in the decay width contributes to the uncertainty or the vacuum 

polarization. 

Table A-1 

Contributions to vacuum polarization from vector meson resonances. 

Resonance m«j(G«V) F«|keV) Sfflru 

p 0.77 6.5±0.7 .0035±0004 

u 0.78 0.8 ± 0.05 .0004 ± .0000 

$ 1.02 1.3±0.07.0005±.0000 

t!> 3.10 4.8 ±0.5 .0006±0001 

tf 3.08 2.1 ±0.2 .0002±.0000 

T 9.48 2.0 ±0.3 .0001 ±.0000 

V 10.02 0.5±0.2 .0000±.0000 

All Resonance* — — .0054±.ODO4 
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Table A-2 shows the steps used in the continuum contribution to the vacuum 

polarization. The considerable systematic error of the low energy R measure

ments propagates through the vacuum polarisation calculation. Again the table 

refers to annihilation multi-hadron production. 

Table A-2 

Contribution to vacuum polarization from the hadron continuum. 

^(GeV) 2 AR mCMl 

0.08 0.7*0.3 0.0062 ±0.0025 

1.5 1.3 ±0.5 0.0063 ±0.0021 

13.7 2.0 ±0.5 0.0062 ± 0.0012 

64 -0.4 ±0.5 -0.0008 ±0.0005 

121 0.3 ±0.2 0.0001 ±0.0002 

All Steps — 0.0183 ± 0.0035 

The possibility of "new physics" will also add to the vacuum polarization. In 

the worst case scenario (from our perspective) a new heavy leptoc and the top 

quark both with mass ss 20 GeV will contribute to the vacuum polarization. At 

PEP energies new physics has x = irtr/q2 > 1 so the following form for II must 

be used, 

SI*™ = £ h/jTHj (2 + *) ta„->( >=) - , _ ! ) . 
3ir ^ | z _. i] 3 

The same expression is used to calculate the contribution from a heavy lepton 
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and the t quark (with appropriate charge and color factors taken into account) 

and u?g!ect the tatters vector meson resonance contribution. The value of Mitt™ 

is -0.03'? for multi-hadron production. 

Tht valmc SOT Vbc vacuum polaiiisVion is calculated by summing the individ

ual contributions. The error in the vacuum polarization is calculated by adding 

the various contributions in quadrature. Thus, S^il" = 0.090 i 0.004 and 

« " ; . ' = 0.099 ±0.004. 

Higher Orders 

To calculate higher order processes is quite formidable, in fact a consistent 

calculation to 0{a*) for the annihilation process has never been done. Therefore 

techniques which can at least give some of the higher order t e r m s 1 - 2 are used. 

To justify the form of the correction some intuitive motivation will be given. 

One of the techniques used to model higher order processes is called expo

nentiation. This approximation technique models multiple photon emission and 

is written: 

Cav = (I + fm + «£rt + <WV^ + S * • 

However, exponentiation gives a systematically low correction when compared to 

more comprehensive methods as will now be described. 

To get the higher orders of the vacuum polarization all the bubble insertions 

of the photon propagator are summed to yield 

no | 

E n n = . l - n 
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Since the photon propagator enters in as the square in the cross section the 

correction to the lowest order cross section becomes: 

C, __ 1 

|i-np 
with S, = i ^ + Slat + {£ + 4 , . In fact one can do even better than this by 

su liming all leading log terms to obtain s form that is consistent to 0 (or In q2)n 

and has no terms of In 4 s with a power greater than that of a. The Dual form 

used is written: 

• t f '= j l^< l -* n ) 
By expanding CI„K„, the lowest order correction C„» is trivially recovered. Table 

A-3 shows the contributions to S„p. The entries for Bhabha scattering assume 

a bremsstrahlung energy cut-off of 0 . 2 £ j M m . The entries for multi-hadroa pro

duction assume a bremsstrahtung energy cut-off of 0.7£^ M t n . 

Table A-3 

Radiative corrections in Bhabha scattering and multi-hadron production 

Process (o4) «„« 6 ^ 6f

vrrt ft? 6̂  C> c,,.^, 

(GeV/c)a 

Bhabba -307 .090 .078 .078 -.148 ..OSQ 1025 1.025 

scattering 

multi-hadron 780 .000 .070 051 -.010 -.045 1.174 1.105 

production 

** 

Uncertainties in the Leading Log Calculation 

The 0 ( G 3 ) radiative correction correctly takes into account the change in the 

cross section due to initial state radiation: 

1 _ 1 

The change in the cross section due to the photon emission is given by 

*«lro = tiftrK -) - ^(tfOCccnsfanf), 

where for "ow f-, is evaluated at *„,„ and not Jbfnox. The leading log form 

contains a factor as eli which has terms beyond the l / s ' kinematic enhancement. 

Thus the leading log approximation increases the kinematic enhancement by 

For hard bremsstrahlung /* c is large and significantly amplifies the cross section 

by more than J,. The physics motivation for this term is not clear and we can 

use f/fg as a measure of the uncertainty of the treatment of hard photons by the 

leading log method. For Bhabha events with 9 > 55" and < 10° acollinearity 

the correction is pa 0.3% . In the case of annihilation multi-hadron production 

(*moi = 0 . 7 £ * „ m ) t n e e " M t »r "kinematic enhancement" is as 0.4%. 

The treatment used to calculate radiative corrections does not include terms 

where the power of o is larger than the power of In•£,. The leading term of this 

type has the form ~ a 3 l n ^ j . An estimate of the uncertainty in the leading log 

calculation can be obtained by looking at 
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where CV„. represents the higher order ( > 0 { Q 3 ) ) terms. The uncertainty in 

Cfc.o. can be written as 

ACa.,. = E A C , ^ 5 : ^ A In ^ 

where *,- = K'srt'^ A « s n < ' w e b » v e assumed that the uncertainty in 6,- is 

<rf; as * i / I n ^ which U 0(o;*lQjj£). Table A - 4 shows the contributions to 

ACji.d,. To obtain the higher order uncertainty we first sum the final state 

uncertainties ( A C y and A C y ) because they are correlated before performing 

the quadrature sum with the other terms. The uncertainty in the higher order 

terms is thus estimated to be 0M% for Bhabhas and t>.1H% for multi-hadrons. 

Table A - 4 

Uncertainties in the leading log approximation for 

multi-hadron production and Bhabha scattering 

i &Ct. MM. &Ck Bhabha 

'cert 0.0007 0.0001 

% •00009 -0.0003 

'vert 0.001 i O.0OOI 

«f -0.0012 -0.0001 

5 vac O.0011 -0 0002 

Total 0.0016 0.0001 

A 3 BlIADHA SCATTERING 

The cuts made in the Bhabha event selection will effect the radiative correc

ts 

tion by imposing limits on the q~ and radiated photon energy. 

The exact expression for vacuum polarization in Bahbha scattering is rather 

complicated and is given by 

<w = jg-X [(2 - 2* + x3)m->x) - x(i - x2)(Mi(-.x) + sn(.j) 

+ Xiit-2X + 2X1)*W»)) 

where x = sin g- F ° r * n € purposes of this Appendix we will use 

and sny that the numbers given should be used for comparison purposes and not 

necessarily for computational purposes. 

If the initial state photon of energy k goes down the beam pipe { a good 

assumption since ffi- ~ . \ ) , then the fallowing relation applies: 

* . tia<-nis(87el 
1 + luTf 

where £ is the scollinearity angle between the electron and positron end 8 is the 

smaller of the two particle polar angles. In this experiment £ < 10° implies 

*mai ^ 0 .18 i?6 e a m . 

In Gnal state radiation the photon has the same tendency as initial state 

radiation to follow the parent particle's original direction. Unlike the initial 

state case, a very hard photon can be emitted and the event will still satisfy the 

acollinearity cut and other cuts. Thus final state radiation h 

The value of C 0 i for Bhabhas with fl > 55° is 1.025 which is identical to CI , ,* . , 

to '3 decimal places. 
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The acollinearity angle of Bhabha events is related to the momentum imbal

ance of the electron and positron along the beam axis. In single photon emission 

the momentum imbalance is the brcmsstrahlung photon momentum. The Monte 

Carlo programs we have used to model brcmsstrahlung do not include multiple 

photon emission and this will lead to an error in the cross section calibration. 

In the case of multiple photon emission in which both the electron and positron 

can radiate the momentum imbalance is given by: 

where ŷ ± is the total photon energy normalized by the beam energy from the 

t ± . To study the elTect of multiple photon emission the acollinearity distribution 

is integrated over all allowed acollineaiities. The expression for the acollinearity 

distribution is given by the convolution of the energy distributions for single 

photon emission by an electron and can be written as, 

/(») = ^ ( i - y + Y > F < » ) . 

F(y) = / 0 */(]rVir\ 

where F{y) is the probability of a emitting a photon of normalized energy y and 

I is \ of the usual "rdiator" to take into account radiation from either particle. 

AIY) can be written more simply as 

A[Y) = 2 [/J J(y)F(V)dy - / y ' J(y)F(y - Y)dy] 

= f 2(i)-2/ v!/(!/)f(s/-y)rfy. 
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The integral must he computed numerically. The results are based on large 

angle Bbabha-scattering (? 2 = -30 ! GeV/c 2) using the exponential model (the 

leading log should give quite similar results). The ratio of A[y) to F(y) gives 

the correction due to the assumption that the missing momentum is equal to the 

photon energy. This assumption introduces an error into the radiative correction 

of 0.35% . In order to compensate for this error the cross section (luminosity) 

measurement should be increased (decreased) by 0.35% . 

A.4 MULTI-HADRON PRODUCTION 

In the case of mulli-hadron production there is no acollinearity cut and k'mic 

can be quite close to the beam energy. As shown in Appendix B events with very 

hard photons are accepted with a low efficiency. Final state radiation can be up 

to the kinematic limit. For light quarks kinu «s £ j e o m . 

Due to tbe contribution of initial state radiation a significant number of 

events will be accepted which were produced at a center-of-mass energy well 

below the nominal "alue of the centcr-of-mass energy. Thus it is important to 

know the value of R at lower energies also. The uncertainty of the lower energy 

measurements will propagate through the analysis and affect the precision of the 

nominal energy R value. The acceptance of highly radiative events drops off 

sharply for k'> £ £ j 

tam *° ** set &mar — 0.7Z?$eom Tor calculations! purposes. 

The variation of R due to uncertainties in the low energy measurement of R is 

given by: 
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* ""e I "an * J K m o r J J 
'» 

where H.^ln is set by the center-cf-msss energy above which we think R i l l 

constant to the precision of this experiment. Table A-5 shows 6R{«)/6R{{«)) for 

various values of *£,,„ and *moi- To obtain the uncertainty due to the error in 

the low energy measurement we should use the best value3 of {/?({«}), {/?({«)) = 

±0.10. 

Table A-5 

Uncertainty in R due to errors in low energy R measurements 

0.1 OS 25.0 0.165 0.017 

0.2 0.5 23.7 0.097 0.010 

0.2 0.8 22.9 0.121 0.012 

0.2 0.7 22.1 0.145 0.015 

0.3 0.7 20.7 0.101 0.011 

0.4 0.7 19.5 0073 0.008 

In this experiment 6ft(s)=0.O2 implies an error in R due to the uncertainty 

in lower energy R measurements of «* j%> • 

Final state radiation is much easier to deal with than initial state radiation. 

This can be seen with the Lee-Naucnberg theorem^ which states that if one 

sums over all degenerate initial states then all mass singularities cancel pat to 

all orders in perturbation theory, except those from vacuum polarization. In 

00 

an e + e~ istperiment the machine selects the energy of the particles so there is 

no summing over all degenerate states and the mass singularity in initial state 

radiation remains. In the final state all degenerate states are summed over and 

after cancellation the result is ss \% correction due to final state radiation. 

The radiative correction given by the Monte Carlo must be adjusted to take 

into account the leading log terms. The effects of the cuts on the radiative 

corrections is calculated by convoluting the differential cross section with the 

cfllciciicy of selection *<ith respect to the brenustrahlung energy 

, , I Eb,.m daT-c- . . . . . 

" =h -srtik]dk 

where r.c. = « ' or '"$', 

do"' 0i<fC„, 
~dk—* ~W 

and similarly 

dk dk -

((it) is the efficiency calculated with a Monte Carlo. The radiative corrections 

given by the Monte Carlo are to 0[a3) only. The leading log terms are taken 

into account by multiplying the Monte Carlo radiative correction by 

fcalinf 
o- '•» 
- — « - = 1.017. 

9"' 

A.5 CONCLUSION 

Table A-8 gives summarizes the errors due to radiative effects. The total 

error is ^ £95 for Bhabha scattering and -~ \% for multi-hadrons. 
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Table A-o 

Final systematic uncertainties due to radiative effects for large angle Bhabha 

scattering (fa2) = -307(GeV)/c 2) and for multi-hadroES ([«*) = 780(GeV)/c2). 

Effect Bhabh»(%) multhhadron [%) 

Low energy R — O.S 

Vacuum 

polarization 0.3 0.4 

Non-leading logs 0.04 0.16 

Kinematic enhancement 0.1 0.4 

"New physics" cs 0 0.1 

Total 0.3 0.8 

The final correction used to adjust the Bbabha cross section is 1.000±0 003 

and For the multi-hadron cross section the correction is 1.017±0.008. 

In conclusion a detailed examination of radiative corrections applied to R-

measurements has been made. Including leading log terms provides some higher 

order terms and shows that the lowest order radiative correction is quite adequate 

for most purposes. The major uncertainty in R due to radiative corrections 

results from the error in lower energy measurements of R. 
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Appendix B 

Monte Carlo Methods 

Physical processes occur in » statistical manner so it is natural to model them 

in a statistical fashion. The modelling method usually employed is the Monte 

Carlo method. The Monte Carlo method uses a model of the process under study 

and creates all possible configurations in a statistical manner, just as occurs in 

reality. ThU experiment needs two types of Monte Carlos, one for the physics 

processes and one for the response of the detector. 

B.i PHYSICS MONTE CARLOS 

Primordial Quark Generator 

The primordial quark generator program runs by first generating a quark 

anti-quark photon state from the decay of a virtual photon or Zv, The ^ 7 

states were generated with the Kleiss fi/it generator1 with appropriate substitu

tions for quarks. The program includes QED effects to 0(a3\. The contrihutjn 

to the cross section from initial state bremsstrahlung depends on the hard pho

ton cut-off. Figure B-l showa the bremsstrahlung energy spectrum and the event 

selection efficiency as a function of bremsstrahlung photon energy. In practice 

such hard pboton events are found with low efficiency so that the acceptance is 

only weakly dependent on the photon energy cut-off. The final state radiation 
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Monte Co'lo Bremsstrohlung Sped'um 

5 10 
ENERGY (GeV) 

Figure B-l: Drcmsslrahlung energy spectrum (top). Acceptance efficiency 

for events with n r t > 4,55" < 0p, l r,., < DO* as a function of 

bremsstrablung energy (bottom). The solid line is the acceptance 

of the fiducial volume. 
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process is almoatly completely cancelled by the final state vertex correction as 

explained in Appendix A. Final state radiation is complicated by the fact that 

quarks interact strongly which has unknown effects on the final state QED ra

diative corrections. One might argue that since the strong interaction is stronger 

than the electromagnetic interaction, the strong processes will occur on a taster 

time scale and reduce the apparent QED corrections in the Enal state but since 

the final state contribution is much smaller than the precision or the experiment 

the effect is ignored. Higher order QED processes can be treated in an approxi

mate way summing leading logs as detailed in Appendix A. The bremsstrahlung 

photon energy cut-off was set at the kinematic limit for each quark. 

In addition to pure QED there is the Weak interaction and its interference 

with QED. The Standard Model has the Weak force transmitted via an inter

mediate vector boson, the 2 ° in our case. Using the Standard Model for the 

fermion-boson coupling and typical values for Afzo and sin 2 0W the effect due to 

Electro-Weak interference is only about 4/10% at 29 GeV center-of-mass energy 

and is included in the Monte Carlo event generators. 

After a quark flavor is chosen the program decides if the event is going to 

have 2-,3-, or 4-jets The quarks and gluons are then fragmented into hadrons 

and the unstable particles are allowed to decay. An array h filled with particle 

4-vectors and the event is ready to be sent through the detector Monte Carlo 

and finally the analysis programs. 

Two photon Event Generator 

SS 

A hadronic final state need not be the result of an e+t~ annihilation. If 

both the e+ and e~ radiate a photon then these photons can interact to produce 

a hadronic final state. The two photon process can be modelled in two ways 

corresponding to different regimes of momentum transfer, q-. 

For lower q~ the hadronic component of the photon (recall that a real photon 

is a bare Dirac photon plus a superposition of particle-antiparticle pairs including 

quarks) behaves like a vector meson. The vector mesons then interact to form a 

hadronic final state. This model is called the Vector Dominance Model (TOM). 

Events in the VDM have a very sharp drop-off in p i relative to the beam axis. 

In the other model, called the hard-scattering model the photons couple di

rectly to quarks. The cross section for this process has the behavior: 

<r~3 S A 
IvcrA 

where the ej comes from the fact that there are 2 quark vertices in the 27 process. 

As mentioned before, the 27 process is the largest background to the annihi

lation cross section. The Vermasseren generator 3 - 3 was used to generate the 6 

lowest order diagrams for e + e~ -* e + e " + Aaifrons, using u, d, t, and c quarks. 

The Ali prop-am was then used to fragment the quarks. Because most of the 2-> 

cross section occurs outside the cuts used in the analysis, some cuts were applied 

to the generator so that a reasonable sample of events could be obtained in a 

finite amount of computer time. The cuts for u, 4, 1 quarks were: energy or the 

quark pair > 4 GeV and both quarks with [cos 9\ < 0.fl8 relative to the beam 

axis. For c quarks no kinematic cuts were applied. 
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Hadronhation of Quarks 

Two annihilation multi-had>on Monle Carlo programs were used to model the 

quark fragmentation. One ot the Monle Carlo programs used was the program 

of Ali tt el.4 The other Monle Carlo used was the Lund University program.5 

The Ali program includes the final states q?,g?3,ni1\ *ud 37??. The quark 

hadronization proceeds by the incoherent jet model. In the Lund program the 

QCD affects are to 0(at) only and use the string model for hadronization. The 

acceptance of events using the two fragmentation schemes was within the statis

tical limits of the cumber of events generated. 

fn the independent (or incoherent) jet model of quark fragmentation6 an 

original pair of quarks on?o create a color field in which new quark pairs ajflj 

are produced. These quark pairs combine to form primary musoni, m;, with 

quark content ft 3ttl- The production of primary mesons continues until alt the 

momentum along the original quark direction is used up. The primary mesons are 

then allowed to decay according to their properties. The quark pairs produced 

in the color field are u H, d3, and « B in the ratio 2:2:1. Baryon production is not 

included in the original Fcynman-Ficld recipe but can be incorporated. Figure 

B-2 shows the hadronization of quarks using the Feynman-Field model including 

baryon production. 

In the incoherent jet model with the assumption ot very high momentum, 

all distributions scale and depend only on p ^ / p j . This implies a complete 

knowledge of the structuire of s quark jet determined by an arbitrary function 

and tbrce parameters describing flavor, primary meson spin, and pi relative 

S3 

it *S *« flj *9 ff» 

Figure B-2; Quark ftagmentatioa in the incoherent jel model. 
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to the jet. The arbitrary function is the probability a. primary meson leaves a 

fraction of momentum to the remaining cascade and baa been chosen to agree 

with experimental data. Each quark pair from the sea has a p± distributed 

according to ^ J ^ ' J ' , with o r ± KM 0.3GeV. 

Another method for fragmenting quarks comes from Lund University. This 

method employs the so-called string model in which the two jets are correlated. 

In the Lund model the g j system behaves as if the quarks were connected by 

a string whose tension is proportional to the color force between the quarks. 

The final state hadrons are formed by the creation of qq~ pairs along the string. 

Gluons are treated as kinks in the string, that is, as a transverse momentum of 

the string. 

Varying Monte Carlo Parameters 

Various parameters exist in the Monte Carlos for tuning the Monte Carlo 

distributions to the experimentally observed distributions. The parameters in 

the Ali Monte Carlo are; thrust cutroff, o>, the vector to pseudoscalar meson 

ratio, the p_j_ distribution, and the quark fragmentation function. In order to 

check the effect of variation of the parameters on the acceptance and to save 

considerable computer time the generated events were put through a fast Monte 

Carlo program which was optimized to reproduce the multiplicity, energy, and 

angular distributions of the data. The fast Monte Carlo docs not do the detailed 

energy loss calculations of the full-blown detector Monte Carlo. 

The thrust cut-off provides a lower limit to the energy that a real gluon may 

have. The lower the thrust cut-off the greater the fraction of } 7 events. To check 
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the effect of thrust cut-off on acceptance a set of events with Tmu = 0.97 was 

generated. To get a correlated set of events with a lower T m « the events with 

Tmsr<T<0.97 were assigned s weight of zero and the q5 events ( T = l ) were 

assigned a weight such that the total weight of the entire sample is the same no 

matter what the value of T m 0 I . With T m „ set to 0.93,0.65,0.97 the variation 

in acceptance was ^ % . 

To check the variation of acceptance with a, the events were reweigbed 

according to whether they vie:eqq,gi}g, or 95 gg to effectively change at- With 

o,=0.120, 0.165,0.220 the variation in acceptance was %% . 

The probability that a quark fragments and forms a primordial pseudoscatar 

meson rather than a vector meson effects the acceptance because vector mesons 

are more likely to decay into charged particles. To estimate the effect on the 

acceptance of the pseudoscalar to vector ratio, two Monte Carlo event files were 

generated; in one file the quarks were allowed to fragment only into vector mesons 

|eg. p,u, $) and in the other file the quarks were allowed to fragment only into 

pseudoscalar mesons (eg. w, n, D). We assume that the acceptance varies linearly 

with the fraction of pseudoscalar mesons produced, P/(P+V). The real world 

value of P/(P+V) is a linear combination of the two extreme cases generated, 

P/(P+V)=0,1. The acceptance varies by 2.795 between the extreme values of 

P/(P+V}. For rjojonatle variation7 of P/(P+V), about ±0.15, the acceptance 

changes by RB ̂ % . 

The effect of ap. is in the broadness of jets (cf. Ch 4), the larger the value 

of <rPj_ the broader the jet. The broadness of a jet will effect the acceptance by 
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causing more or 1CM charged particles to be within the drift chamber acceptance 

which affects the multiplicity distribution. To measure the variation of accep

tance with <rf three Monte Carlo runs were made with different values of tr9,. 

The values run were ePx = 0.15GeV, 0.30GcV, and 0.45GeV. The variation in 

acceptance from the standard value of 0.30GeV was -.003 and +.005 Tor .15GcV 

and .45GeV respectively. It should be noted that the uncertainty8 in af, is only 

about 0.04 so that for a reasonable variation of <rp. the change in acceptance is 

about .002. 

The effect of heavy quark fragmentation function on acceptance was also 

studied. Events were generated with a fragmentation function ! — x for c quarks 

and constant fragmentation function for 6 quarks. A set of events were also 

generated according to 

Tie litter function provides a reasonable JJt to experimental data 0 . The differ

ence in acceptance between the two models was about 0.855 . 

r-pair Event Generator 

Another background eomcsfiom T-pair production. The > 4 charged tracks 

cut removes about 9B9Z of the r-pairs (with BR[r - • > 3 charged prongs=I/7|). 

The Kleiss f-pair generator was used to measure the effects of the cuts and 

the promotion of 4-prong events to 5-prong events resulting from i conversion. 

Events with nc* > 4 and EOBGeV in the angular acceptance have a cross 

section of 0.20pb and with E>18GeV the cross section is 1.02pb. 

Bhahba Eventjjcnerator 
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The luminosity in this experiment is measured with Bhabha events. A com

puter program using the results of Berends10 has been used to model electron-

positron scattering. QED effects to O(o3) are included as ate lowest order weak 

effects. In order to save the large amount of computer time that would be used 

simulating the showering process the Bhabha events were not put through the 

detector Monte Carlo. The central drift was modelled using the known resolu

tions of the chamber. 

B.2 DETECTOR M O N T E CARLO 

Once the particle f our-vectors are produced they must be propagated through 

the apparatus. The modelling of the apparatus includes the proper dimensions 

and compositions of various detector components. The output of the detector 

Monte Carlo produces an event record exactly like that of a data record; pulse 

heights, drift times, etc. The Monte Carlo is tuned to fit the experimentally 

observed distributions, eg. mean energy, and the number of random hits in the 

central drift chamber. 

Central Drift Montn Carlo 

Two models of the central drift chamber have bc-n used to simulate the per

formance of the actual chamber. The first model was optimized with respect 

to p-pairs. The drift times and extra hit distributions were adjusted to be in 

agreement with the experimentally observed ft-pait distributions. If the drift 

chamber behaves in a linear fashion then all the distributions should scale ac

cordingly for multi-hadron events. This is not the case (with WND82 String 

Model Monte Carlo as physics input), the central drift Monte Carlo is a cleaner 
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device and is better at reconstructing tracts than the actual chamber. The sec

ond model (with Ali Fcynman-Field Monte Carlo) was optimized with respect 

to multi-hadron events. This model uses the gross distributions such as bits 

per layer and average hits per track for comparison with the data rather than 

the more fundamental distributions as in the 6rst model. The second model 

reproduces more nearly the performance of tbe actual chamber with respect to 

multi-hadrons. The manifestation of drift chamber performance is in the angular 

and charged multiplicity distributions. As explained in the analysis chapter the 

Monte Carlo angular distribution is in very good agreement with the data and 

the Monte Carlo charged multiplicity distribution is adjusted to bring it into 

agreement with the data. 

Simulation of Electromagnetic Showers 

More than half the energy deposited in MAC is in the electromagnetic shower 

chamber and a large fraction of this energy is the result of electromagnetic show

ers. The method for simulating electromagnetic showers1' is a Monte Carlo 

simulation using computer code called Electron Gamma Shower.'2 The EGS 

program models the transport of electrons, positrons, and photons by simulating 

the physical processes as closely as possible. Theoretical and empirical formulas 

are used to compute the necessary physical quantities. The major contributors 

to electromagnetic sliowers are bremsstrahlung and pair production. In fact the 

contributions of three two processes are comparable. Other processes modify the 

distributions of a shower and include; multiple Coulomb scattering, ionization 

energy loss through inelastic collisions with atomic electrons in a medium, Comp-

ton effect, and Photoelectric effect, Other effects included in tbe program are; the 
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Chudakov effect which results in a lower energy loss from an electron-positron 

pair because of the interference of the electromagnetic fields of the two particles, 

tbe Landau-Pomeranchuk effect which reduces the effect or bremsstrahlung when 

an electron is scattered by the electric field of a nearby by atom, terenkov radi

ation which is emitted when a charged particle passes through a medium faster 

than the speed of light in that medium, and transition radiation which is emitted 

when a charged particle crosses a boundary between two different media. 

The EGS program transports a particle until an interaction occurs, or until 

its energy drops below a cutoff energy, or until it leaves tbe region of interest. 

If an interaction occurs then any other particles produced are added to tbe list 

of particles to be transported. Tbe transport process continues until all the 

particles are either below the cut-off energy or outside the region of interest. 

After the shower is completed there is a user-definable program which contains 

the information to be used in the event. In this experiment the only quantities 

of interest are the magnitude and location of the shower. 

Simulation of Hadronic Showers 

A significant fraction of the energy lost in MAC is in the hadron calorimeter 

resulting from hadronic showers. The program used to model hadronic showers'3 

is called High Energy Transport Code.1'* The program will transport neutrons, 

protons, charged pious, and niuons. The energy loss mechanisms used are; atomic 

ionization and excitation, multiple Coulomb scattering, range straggling, IT- and 

/i-decay, and nuclear interactions. HETC uses analytic formulas and empirical 

results for the necessary physical quantities. 
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HETC uses as intranuclear collision model for hadron-nucleon interactions. 

A high energy faadron will have a small enough dcBroglie wavelength so that 

the interaction or a high energy hadron with a nucleus will involve only the 

hadron and single nucleon rather than the entire nucleus. Since this is an inter

action inside nuclear matter the collision products must obey the Pauli Exclusion 

Principle. The interaction may produce secondary particles which can undetgo 

further interaction in the nucleus. After the intranuclear cascade is completed, 

the nucleus is left in an excited state with the excess kinetic energy assumed 

to be equally distributed among its constituents. The excess energy is shed by 

a statistical evaporation of particles; neutrons, protons, deutrons, tritons, he

lium nuclei, and heavier nuclei. For heavy nuclei fission can occur during the 

evaporation phase. When particle emission is no longer energetically possible, 

tbe residual nucleus de-excites by photon emission and the shower stops. A3 in 

the electromagnetic case the only quantities of interest are tbe magnitude and 

location of the shower. 

B.3 USING THE MONTE CARLOS 

More than 40000 Monte Carlo events from all processes modelled were used in 

this analysis for computing backgrounds, efficiencies, etc. Due to finite computer 

storage and time the Monte Carlo events correspond to less integrated luminosity 

than is actually used in tbe analysis. The Monte Carlo method can be a valuable 

tool if its limitations are understood and respected Chapter 4 on Data Analysis 

has shown that this analysis is only weakly dependent on precise Monte Carlo 

modelling. 
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Appendix C 

Luminosity Measurement 

The luminosity measurement has been made using a well-understood pro

cess in a well-understood region or the detector. Specifically, Bhabha scattering 

(e+e~" - • e + e~) in the central region or the detector has been used. 

The events are selected off-line according to tbe following criteria: 

1) exactly 2 inner drift tracks; 

2) > 5.7 GeV in the shower chamber; 

3) < 10° acollinearity angle; 

4) > each track 55 s from the beam axis as measured by the inner drift; 

5) the azimuthal angle of pi — pj must be at least 4° from the edge between 

shower sextants. The final cut is to eliminate events near the edges between 

sextants where there is dead area. 

Pictures of a sub-sample o! tbe selected events are scanned to determine 

the level of background contamination which is found to be 1.2 ± 0.8%. The 

efficiency of the inner drift chamber is checked by selecting and scanning events 

with collinear showers. The efficiency for finding exactly 2 tracks in the inner 

drift chamber is 6-i.O ± 0.7%. Most of the inefficiency comes from radiated 
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photons which have pair converted in the beam pipe to produce extra tracks. A 

shower energy spectrum shows that the energy cut is well below the energy that 

can be expected from an actual Bhabhi event. 

The efficiency of events passing these cuts and the scanning was determined 

by looking at the hardware triggers of these events. One trigger used is the 

total energy trigger which finds 88.8% of the selected Bhabha events. Also used 

is the back-to-back scintillation trigger which is only 44.0% efficient because 

the scintillators are behind the shower chamber and are not meant to be used 

as a primary Bhabha trigger. Other hardware triggers also trigger on Bhabha 

events and are 67.0% efficient. Thus the probability of failing to trigger on a 

central Bhabha event at the hardware level is O.Q38)(1-.440)(1-.070)=.0002 and 

no correction is made. 

In order to calibrate the Bhabha cross section to obtain a luminosity the 

Kleiss Monte Carlo is used. It includes effects to 0[&*) and electro-weak effects. 

Because of the large camber of events (as 100,000) needed to obtain reasonable 

precision the events are not put through the detector Monte Carlo. As mentioned 

above the energy cut is well below what can be expected from reat Bhabha events, 

so there is no loss of precision from not modelling the showering process. The 

important cut is the angular cut and the angular resolution of the drift chamber 

has been modelled by randomly smearing the generated angles by the known drift 

chamber resolution. At i/i = 29 GeV the cross section is 0.60 nb. Using the 

higher ordei corrections as described in Appendix A increases the Monte Carlo 

cross section by 0.35% . The major contribution to the higher order correction 

is from the change in the acolUneatity distribution due to the fact that photons 
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may be emitted by both the electron and positron in the same event which is not 

plodded by the Monte Carlo. 

The present analysis uses a sample oT targe^angle Bhabha scattering events 

which contains 40426±0 5%(«ta() events. All the data were taken with 14.5 GcV 

colliding beams expect for 2.1p6 - 1 taken with 14 GeV beams. The calculated 

luminosity is 80.01pb - 1 ± l.BO%(sysl.). 

Other measurements of the luminosity, all less precise than the measure

ment being used, have been made. One such measurement was made using 

Bhabha events at smaller angles including the endcap regions. The small- and 

large-angle Bbabha analyses are consistent within the h% systematic error of 

the endcap measurement. A small angle ( ~ 30mrad) luminosity monitor, used 

mainly for on-line purposes, has also been used to measure the integrated lu

minosity. Within the fairly large errors (~ §%) of the device the luminosity 

measurement agrees with the large angle Bhabba measurement. Also, the lumi

nosity was measured with oollinear /i-pair events. In addition to an acollinesrity 

cut (<1D°), each event was required to have >SGeV/c scalar momentum sum for 

the two vert idling innner drift chamber tracks. Further, the inner drift tracks 

must point to minimum ionizing tracks in the badron calorimeter or to an outer 

drift chamber track. Additional cuts on trigger counter timing and vertex posi

tion remove cosmic rays. The error in this method of luminosity measurement is 

about 3% . The weighted average of the additional luminosity measurements is 

in good agreement with the large angle Bhabha measurement anc* has a compa

rably sized systematic error. 
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In conclusion the single best measurement of integrated luminosity is used 

ir> the analysis. To improve tbe luminosity measurement requires better mod

elling of the central drift chamber and a better understanding of tbe background 

contamination. 
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